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Bu çalışmada, okuına becerilerinin öğretmen modellernesi yoluyla birer strateji gibi 

irdelenmesinin Türkjye'de başlangıç seviyesinde İngilizce öğrenen Türk öğrencilerinin 

,İngilizce bir materyali okuyup anlama becerisi gelişimine olan etkisi, geleneksel o1.'1lma 

becerileri öğretiminin aynı gelişime olan etkisi karşılaştırılmıştır. Ayrıca Oxford (1990)'un 

Dil Öğrenimi Stratejileri Belirleme Anketİ'nden okuma becerisine uyarlanan bir anket eğitim 

öncesi ve sonrası verilerek bu iki okuma öğretimi yönteminin öğrencilerin çalışmaya özel 

okuma stratejileri kullanımına olan etkisi karşılaştırılmış ve buna ek olarak bu çalışınadaki 

denek sayısı ile sınırlı kalarak, başlangıç seviyesindeki Türk öğrencilerinin genel okuma 

stratejileri hakkında da veri elde edilmiştir. Bu ikinci veri genelleme yapılamayacak kadar 

sınırlı sayıda öğrenci ile yapılmış olsa da, genel hakkında bir fikir verebileceği düşünülerek 

bu çalışmaya dahil edilmiştir. 

Bu çalışmada, veriler 1997-98 öğretim yılı Güz döneminde Anadolu Üniversitesi 

İletişim Bilimleri Hazırlık programına katılan öğrencilerden başlangıç seviyesinde bulunan 40 

öğrenciden alınmıştır. Bu öğrenciler deney grubu ve kontrol grubu olarak iki gruba ayrılınış, 

deney grubuna Pearson and Dole (1987)'un okuma öôretimi modeli temel alynarak okuma 

becerilerini öğretmen modellemesi yoluyla birer strateji gibi irdelenmesi yöntemi Güz dönemi 

boyunca uygulanmış, diğer gruba ise geleneksel okuma becerileri öğretimi aynı dönem içinde 

uygulanarak okuma anlama becerisi ve strateji kullanımındaki gelişimleri dönem başında ve 

sonunda verilen ön ve son testierin ve anketin sonuçlarına göre karşılaştırılmıştır. Eğitim 

sırasında öğretilen okuma becerileri; zor kelimeleri talunin etme, parça içeriğini tahmin etme, 
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parça içindeki göndenneleri bulma, detayları ve genel anlamı bulmak için hızlı okuma ve'· 

detaylı okumadan oluşmaktadır. Bu çalışınada ön test ve son test olarak araştırınacı tarafından 

öğretilen okuma becerilerini ölçen bir okuma sınavı ve Practice TOEFL'ın kelime ve okuma 

anlama bölümü kullanılmıştır. Okuma stratejilerinin belirlenmesinde ise daha önce sözü 

edilen anket kullanılmıştır. Bu testler ve anket hem eğitim öncesi hem de sonrası uygulanarak 

her gruptaki öğrencilerin gelişimi aldıklan sonuçlara göre hem kendi içlerinde hem de diğer 

grupla karşılaştırılmıştır. Ayrıca her beceriyi tek tek ölçmek için eğitim sırasında küçük ara 

sınavlar verilmiştir. Son olarak, eğitim sonrası yine araştırmacı tarafından hazırlanan düşünce 

anketi verilerek öğrencilerin her iki yöntemle ilgili düşünceler~ olumlu olumsuz eleştirileri ve 

eğitim etkili olup olmadığına dair veri elde edilmiştir. 

Bu test ve anketterin sonuçlarına göre, deney grubu öğrencilerinin kontrol grubu 

öğrencilerine göre hem okuma anlama becerisi gelişimi hem de strateji kullanıını konusunda 

daha fazla bir gelişim kaydettikleri saptanmıştır. Düşünce anketine göre ise deney gıubu 

öğrencilerinin çoğunluğu (%83.9) kendilerine uygulanan eğitim hakkında olumlu düşünceler 

belirtmiş ve bu yöntemin kendilerine İngilizce bir metni nasıl okumaları gerektiği konusunda 

gerekli ipuçlarını verdiğini söylemişlerdir. Diğer grupta ise olumlu görüş bildirenierin oranı 

%47.5 kararsızların oranı ise %30 olarak belirlenmiştir. Son olarak strateji anketinin bir 

sonucu olarak, denekierin genel okuma stratejileri kullanımı en sık kullanılandan en az 

kullanılana doğru şu şekilde saptanmıştır: sosyal stratejiler, metabitişsel stratejiler, bitişsel 

stratejiler, telafi stratejileri, hafıza stratejileri ve afektif s tratejiler. 
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In this study, the effects of recasting skills as strategies through teacher modelling on 

elementary level EFL Turkish students 'reading comprehension iınprovement were compareel 

to the effects of traditional reading skill instruction on this iınproveınent. In addition, by 

administering a strategy inventory at the beginning and at the end of the treatment w hi ch w as 

adapted from Oxford's (1990) SILL ( Strategy Inventory for Language Leaming) by 

including only the items related to the reading skill, the data about the use of study-specillc 

strategies was obtained. As anather purpose of this, the use of general reading strategies of 

eleınentary EFL Turkish students was analysed. Although the data gained from this purpose is 

too limited to make a generalisation about whole elementary EFL Turkish students, it was 

included in this study thinking that it ınay give at least an idea about the issue. 

The data was collected from 40 elementary level students attending Intensive English 

Pro~am of Coımnunication Sciences Faculty at Anadolu University, Eskişehir, Turkey. 

These students were divided into two groups, an experiınental group anda control group. The 

control group was exposed to traditional reading skill instruction and the experiınental group 

received an instruction as recasting reading skills as strategies tlu·ouglı teacher modelling. 

Five skills were taught during the study, guessing difficult words, predicting, finding your 

way around a text, skiınıning and scanning and looking for detailecl infonnation. 

At the end of the treatment the iınprovement of the subjects in tenns of reading 

coıtıprehension and strategy use of the subjects '\Vere compareel within the groups anel between · 

the groups by analysing the scores they got from the pre and post tests and their answers to 

the inventory which '\Vere applied at the beginning and at the end of the treatment sessions. 

Also during the treatment, the quizzes about each skill were administered to test each skill 
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separately. In this study, as pre-tests, a researcher-prepared reading exam testing the skills 

taught to the subjects and the vocabulary and reading comprehension paıt of Practice TOEFL 

were us ed. Additionally, to detennine the use of general reading strategies by the students and 

the use of study-specifıc strategies, the strategy inventory ınentioned earlier was adıninistered. 

Finally, in order to obtain data about the subjects' opinion about the instruction ınethods 

applied to them and e:fficiency of the instruction, an attitude questionnaire w as adınİnistered at 

the end of the treatment sessions. 

According to the results of these tests and the inventory, it was obsenred that the 

experimental group gained ınore improvement both in reading coınprehension and the use of 

study-specific strategies compared to the control group. The attitude questionnaire showed 

that majority of the experiınental group subjects (%83.9) expressed positive opinion about the 

instruction applied to them and they stated that this instruction gave them enough clues about 

e:fficient reading in English. In contrast, only g1o4 7. 5 of the control group were satisfıed with 

the instruction applied to them and %30 of them stated " I am not sure if this instruction was 

effective or not". Finally, according to the results of the strategy inventory, the reading 

strategies used by the subjects in this study were as follmvs: social strategies, ınetacognitive 

strategies, cognitive strategies, compensation strategies, ıneınory strategies and affective 

strategies in the order fi"om the most commonly used to the less coımnonly used. 
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ı. 1 Background to the Problem 

CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

Reading knowledge is important for academic studies, professional success and personal 

devdopm~nl. This is true especially for English sincc much profcssional, technical and scientific 

literature is published in English. Tlıus, reading ability is often a necd for teamers of English as a 

f orcign language (EFL ). However, despitc this specifıc n ecd for the foreign language reading 

ability, it is the coımnon experience that most students fail to leam to read adequately in the foreign 

language. Results of research suppoı1 the view that reading in a language which is not the lcamcrs' 

first language is difficult (Mac Namara 1970) (citcd in Alrerson 1984). Students encounter many 

problems, such as identifYing the topic or message of a text and infereing the meaning of unknown 

words, understanding details, drawing inferences, understanding the grammatical and sernantic 

relationships between the sentences and paragraphs in the passage. 

Ttıere are some speculations about the reasons of these · difficulties. For example, J olly 

( 1978) argues that success in reading in second language heavily depends on one's fırst language 



reading ability rather than his/her proficiency in that language. He also adds that reading in a 

foreign language requires the transfer of old skills, the skills one uses in his/her fi.rst language, not 

the lcaming of the new ones. Thus, studcnts fail to read in the foreign language becausc they do 

not have old skills or because they have failed to transfer them. 

Asa diffcrent point ofview, Kem (1989) states: 

'' Reading in a foreign language is cognitivcly demanding and it includes 

coordination of attention, memory perceptual process and comprchcnsion 

process along with separating main ideas from details, searching for cohesive 

clcments and contcxtual guessing. In fact when one begins to read in anather 

language many of thcse proccsscs are not used and studcnts begin to transiate 

word by word." 

Y orio (1971) also states that reading pı"nblems of foreign language teamers are large Iy due 

to impeıfect knowledg~ of the language and duc to native language inferences in the reading 

proccsses. His view involvcs four factors for dfective reading; a)' knowledge of the language, h) 

ability to predict or guess in order to mak e the corrcct choiccs, c) ability to remember the previous 

cucs, and d) ability to make necessary associations between the diffcrent cues that have been 

sd~.:d~.:d. 

Thus the aim of teaching reading should he to overcome these diffıculties encountered in 

reading classrooms and to make studcnl<; awarc of the clues for effective reading. There were somc 

at1empts to w ards an effcctive reading instıuction in the history of EL T. 

I3eginning with Thomdikc in the early 1920s and 1930s, psychologisL<; considercd leaming 

as a scıics of Stimuli-Rcsponse bonds . This approach led to some psychological research on 

human skills and peıfonnanccs and psychologists ht.:gan lo conduct analyscs of subskills that makc 

up skills and pcrfonnanccs. Smith (1965) cxplains how reading was viewed asa skill that could hı.: 

di\ided in to component of subskills involved in both dccoding and comprchension. Examples of 



comprchension subskills included sequcncing cvcnts in a stoıy, predicting outcomes öf a story. 

ı.lrawing conclusions, fınding the main idea and so foı·tJı. Furıher it was bdieved ıJıal reading could 

he improvcd by teaching each of t.hcsc necessary suhskills at a minimal level of mastcrv 

(Rosenshine 1980). 

~vlost of the comprehension cuniculum as wc know it today emerged from-this task-analytic 

behavioral conception of reading (Dole, DuftY and Pearson 199 I). Gut.hrie ( 1 973) deseribed this 

cuniculum as an "asscmbly-linc model" of skill acquisition. In such a cuniculum, it is assumcd that 

each skill can be mastered and these subskills constitute reading comprehension. 

This comprehcnsion instnıction consistcd of asking specific questions about the selcction 

they read. It was hoped that if studcnts practiced answeıing these questions, they would get bettcr 

at it (Pearson and Dole 1987). In other words reading instruction overemphasized instruction and 

practicc on literal comprchension, such as answering dctail qucstions. Traditionally, instructional 

theorists and teachers have relied on driU and practice model of instruction that contained an 

introductory to a passage through pre-reading questions and that is repeatedly exposing studcnts to 

tasks such as comprehension questions and completing skill exercises (vocabulary, refcrring 

expressions. finding the main idea, true- fal se statements ete.) until they have achievcd mastery 

(Dutly & Mclntryc, 1982; Durkin 1978, 1979). Although they gavc many workhook assignmcnts 

and askcd many qucstions about ıJıe text contcnt, Durkin (1978) judged that these exercises mostly 

test cd students' un derstanding instead of teaching them how to comprehend. Each tesson containcd 

an introductory reading followed by traditional "who/what/whcn/whcrc" comprehcnsion questions. 

In the traditional view, beginner readers acquire a set of skills that sequentially build 

towardcs comprehension ability. Once the skills have been mastered, readers are viewed as experts 

who comprehend what they read. In this view, readers are passive recipients of information in the 

text. Also the tcxthooks used in this traditional reading instrucLion continue to deal with the skills in 

the old way. For cxample in "guessing difficult word~" study, prefixes and suffixes such as 

''-r, -tion ete." are presented as drill exercises isolated from real reading ( Durkin 1981, Os bom 
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1984 ). Again, main idea is presented as a task of reading paragraphs and selecting the best main 

idea from the choices. Even if they are able to do these exercises, they never use it when actuaUy 

reading, since real readers do not select the appropriate main ideas for the paragraphs and articles 

they read. Instead, students are required to do isolated exercises which have little retevance to the 

task of making sense out of text (DuffY and Roehler 1987). 

According to the results of the studies conducted by Al.derson et al.(l986), when skills are 

taught through automatized isolated exercise, the teaming is not affective. When this happens, 

students associate skills with "paper and pencil exercise" (Du.fty and Roehler 1987) rather than with 

reading. 

Some started to eriticize this discrete comprehension skills curriculum based on 

behavioristic analyses of the reading process. 

For example Sachor (1959) argued: 

" Much of the variability in what constitutes reading is due to 

insufficient research evidence on reading abilities themselves and on 

basic and related factors which might contribute. Research workers 

have been able to clari.fY sufficiently the nature, independence or 

di:fficulty levels of comprehension abilities in reading." (p 4 7 -48) 

Over the last 20 years, research in reading has provided some answers to the problems 

identified by Sachor ( 1959). Such research have resulted in a new understanding of the reading 

process and a d.ifferent view of what is im portant to teach. 11ıis new view is "cognitively bascd 

view of reading comprehension"(Dole et all991). hı this view, reading is seen asa more complex 

process than what early reading researchers assumed; above all it is no tonger considered a set of 

skills to be mastered. (Anderson, Hiebert, Scott & Wilkinson 1984). 

Cognitively based view of reading comprehension emphasize that all readers use their 

existing knowledge and a range of cues from the text and the sitnational context. According to this 

view, even beginner readers can behave like experts when presented with texts (Dole et al 1991). 



Tiıus, two important characteristics of readers - the background knowledge the students-~bring to 

tJıc text and the stratcgics they use to foster and maintain undcrstanding - play impoı1ant rolcs in 

distinguishing traditional and new views of reading comprehension. 

Expert readers possess a set of flexible and adaptable strategies that they use to make sensc 

of the text and to monitor their ongoing understanding. They also possess a set of concepts about 

those strategi.es. 11ıis cognitive view of comprehension gives much more emphasis to reading 

strategies than to skills. 

"Strategi.es are thought of as conscious and flexible plans readers apply and 

adapt to a variety of texts and tasks. Skills, by contrast, are viewed as 

highly routinized, almost automatic behaviors." (DuffY & Roehler 1987). 

There are several distinctions between traditional skills and what is referred to as strategies 

in this· study. 

"First, there is a distinction in intentionality. Strategies emphasize 

intentional and deliberate plans under the control of the reader. Good 

readers make decisions about which strategy to use, when to use it and 

how to adapt it to a particular text (Pressley, Goodchild et al. 1989). 

Skills are more or less automatic routines. Second, there is a distinction 

in cognitive sophistication. Strategies emphasize reasoning. Readers use 

reasoning and critical thinking abilities as they construct meaning from 

the text. Skill, on the other hand, tcnd to be associated with lower levels 

of thinking and learning. Third, there is a distinction in flexibility. 

Strategies are inherently flexible and adaptable. Readers modify 

strategies to fit di:fferent kinds of texts and different purposes. By 

contrast, skills require consistency in application across a variety of 

texts. Fourth, there is a distinction in awareness. Strategies imply 

metacognitive awareness, good readers can reflect on what they are 

doing while they are reading (Baker & Brown 1984). They are aware of 

whether they understand or do not understand and this awareness leads 

to regulation and repair. On the other hand, in the traditional skill 

cuıriculuın, it is assumed that with repeated practice and drill, readers 

would automatically apply the skill they learn to whatever they read. 



There is no place for the intentional or conscious use of these skills, it is 

simply assumed that they will be used automatically or unconsciously". 

(Dole et al 1991: 242) 

Tiıe cognitive view of reading presents a different view of the reader. The traditional vicw 

assumes a passive reader who has teamed a large number of skills and automatically and routinely 

applies them to all texts. The cognitive view requires an active reader who constructs meaning 

through combining existing and new knowledge and the flexible use of strategies to foster, monitor, 

regulate and maintain comprehension. Therefore reading comprehension instruction based on a 

cognitive view of reading emphasizes teaching a set of strategies that students can use to 

comprehend text. The goal of instruction is to develop a sense of conscious control or 

metacognitive awareness over a set of strategies that they can adapt to any text they read (Presslcy 

et. al. 1989). Also, ina cognitively based view of comprehension instruction, the teaeber becomes a 

mediator who helps students to construct understandings about (a) the content of the text it~elf (h) 

strategies that aid in interpreting the text and (c) the nature of reading process itself. 

As Duffy and Roehler (1987) states: 

"hı teaching strategies the object is to devetop thoughtful and conscious 

reasoning about problems encountered in real text where each situation 

demands slightly different response. Students who receive strategy 

instruction Ieam to reason adaptively with their knowledge about how 

reading works. hı teaching reading skills, the object is to create automatised 
1 • ··' ..... 

accuracy through drill and practice activities such as worksheets which call 

repeatedly for the same response. Students who receive skill instruction 

learn to answer isolated exercises quickly and accurately. Furthermore, 

when this happens, students come to associate skills with paper and pencil 

exercises rather than with reading". 

In short, this cognitive view emphasize strategic instruction more than isolated skill exercisc 

based instruction. A study conducted by Duffy et al. (1987) showed that when teachers provided 

cxplicit explanation about how skills are actually used, students conceptualized reading as a 
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strategic process and used skills strategically rather than automatically to remove blôckage to 

mcaning in rcal texts. In contrast, when teachers taught skills as proccdures to be followcd, they 

were not successful in using them in real text situations. This research implied that skills should be 

presented as strategies, not as automatized procedures. 

1.2 Teaching Reading Skills as Strategies 

In order to teach a reading skill as a stratcgy, instructions must meet conditions, which 

refers to "recasting skills as strategies" (DuflY and Roehler, 1987). 

1- The teacher describes, models and provides practice in the situation where the strategy 

will be used. That is, strategy is presented to students within real context of the real reading 

problem it will solve, so that students can practice the adaptive, ·'flexible thinking-associated with 

strategic reading .. 

2- The teaeber models the altematives, showing how the reader, when encountering such a 

blockage, thinks about various ways to remove the blockage. For instance, the teacher modelshow 

the reader thinks about alternative strategies for figuring out unknown w or ds ( analyzing context, 

structural analysis, phonics ete.). 

3- The teaeber models the thinking process in using a strategy. For example the teacher says 

11 Before I read a passage, first I look at the title and think about whatever I know about the titlc's 

subject: I do not start reading before a detailed analysis of the title and it really helps me in many 

w ay s. For example in this passage ... 11
• In other words, this modeling is descriptive rather than 

prescriptive. 

4- The teaeber interacts responsively with the students as they devetop understanding of 

how to use the skill strategically. While the teaeber provides much guidance in the lesson, the 

responsibility for the thinking is gradually shifted to the students, which is called "gradual relcase of 

responsibility" by Pearson (1985). During this shift, the teaeber makes spontaneous instructional 

adjustments as students restructure their understandings. This responsive information given by the 

teacher is the heart of the instructional effectiveness because it is the teacher's sensitivity to students' 
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understandings which detennine \Vhat students ultiınately come to understand. Instead of leaming ·· 

to complete the worksheet accurately, students leam to think their way tlu·ough a problem situation 

encountered in reading. In short, they leam to use skills as strategies to identifY blockages, to think 

about altemative ways to remove blockages and reason with what they know about how reading 

works. 

It is a known fact that good readers make use of their background knowledge. However 

only background knowledge about the topic of the passage is mo~tly emphasized in reading 

instruction. There is also anather background knowledge, which is the one about how reading 

works to make sense out of text. KnO\vledge about the use of strategies is an example of this type 

of background. It helps readers to recognize sirnations where b lockage occurs and to remove these 

blockages. This recasting skills as strategies instruction aiıns at iınproving this background 

knowledge (Duffy and Roehler 1987). 

1.3 Explicit Coınprehension Instruction Model 

Pearson and Dole (1987) intheir aı1icle, descıibe an instruction model which emphasizes 

the iınplementation of the above mentioneel conditions ina classroom environment. This model is 

called Explicit Coınprehension Instruction Model and it includes four steps; 1) modeling 2) guiding 

3) consolidation 4) application. The modeling step eınphasizes the fırst three conditions mentioned 

by Duffy and Roelıler (1987) above in theiı· defınitions of "recasting skills as strategies", and 

second and third steps (guiding and consolidation) emphasizes the fouıih condition. Finally, since it 

is for classroom iınplementation, the last step (application) is used to assess the students' 

achievement tluough exams and quizzes. Coming to the details of these steps, Pearson and Dole 

(1987) explain tlıese four steps as follows. 

a) Modeling: Usually in this step teachers eınphasize what a given strategy is and 

how to apply that strategy ina given reading selection. To iİlustrate this, 

teachers begin by modeling for students lıow to apply the strategy. 

Often, this involves teachers thinking aloud as they are reading and 

"sharing the cognitive secrets of the teacher's success". 



b) Guided Practice: hı this step teachers and students work together to figure out 

how tbey went about applying the strategy. Teachers' role is 

work with students to discuss why they rejected some information 

and what they found difficult or con:fusing and why. Teachers also 

provide feedback and encouragement for students as they share 

their cognitive secrets. 

c) Consolidation: Here teachers consolidate, helping students see what the strategy 

is and how to apply it. They may also ask students why they 

should use the strategy. 

d) Application: T eachers ask students to apply the strategy. to real texts. 

Students look for examples of the strategy in the selections they 

read. They realize the true "ownership" of the strategy. 

For the instruction practice, step "b" and step "c" are combin ed since they are related with 

each other and they may be implemented together. 

1.4 Aim and the Scope of the Study 

This study aims at exploring the effect of recasting skills as strategies through teaeber 

modeling based on Pearson and Dole's (1987) model on students' reading comprehension 

improvement. The reading comprehension improvement of the subjects receiving instruction 

through this model is compared with the improvement of the subjects receiving traditional reading 

skill instruction. These instructions will emphasize the following :five skills; guessing difficult words, 

predicting, finding your ways around a text (referring expressions), skimming and scanning and 

looking for detailed information. 

Finally, the subjects' opinions towards the instruction types to be applied in this study, will 

be assessed through an opinion questionnaire. 
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1.5 Research Questions 

The research questions to be answered in this study are as foUows 

1- Which reading strategies do elernentary Turkish EFL students use while 

reading an English passage? 

2- Is there a dilierence between Pearson and Dole's ( 1987) Explicit Comprehension 

Instruction model and traditional reading skill instruction in tenns of improving 

students' reading comprehension? If there is, then which type of instruction helps 

improve students' reading comprehension? 

3- Does Pearson and Dole's (1987) Explicit Comprehension Instruction model improve the 

use of study-speci:fic strategies? 

4- What are the opinions of the subjects towards the instruction type applied to them? Werc 

they satisfied with the instruction type or not? 

1.6 Limitations of the Study 

This study was limited carried out only with the students attending two different classes in _ 

Intcnsivc English Program of Commonication Sciences Faculty of Anadolu University, Eskisehir. 

In this study, only five skills- guessing diffıcult words, predicting, finding your way around 

a text, skimrning and scanning and looking for detailed information- were covered . Other reading 

skills such as finding the main idea, drawing inferences ete. were not included in this study. 

This study was also limited to elementary level Turkish EFL students and to the reading 

skill. 

In the next chapter, literature related to the issues in this study are discussed. 



2.1 Related Studies Conducted 

CHAPTERII 

REVIE'V OF LITERATURE 

ll 

Oxford (1990) has introduced three different types of strategy training: Avvareness training, 

one-time strategy training, and long-tenn strategy training. The aiın of awareness training is to 

make students aware of the existence of different strategies, but they are not actively involved in 

how a certain strategy works by trying out. One time strategy training involves leaming and 

practicing one or few strategies in one or few sessions. Long-teım strategy training alsa involves 

learning and practicing strategies with language tasks, but long-tenn training is more prolonged and 

covers a greater number of strategies. 

Starting \Vith the criticism about the use of discrete skill instruction, much research in the· 

1980s mostly focused on discovering how to teaclı reading comprehension strategies directly. In 

such stu;dies, readers were diı·ectly taught how to perfonu a strategy that skilled readers used during 

their reading. Then their abilities both in strategy use and text comprehension were compaı·ed either 

to theiı· own peıformance before instıuction or to the perfonnance of siınilar readers who were not 
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taught the strategy directly, but through basal reading instruction, which eınphasizes the isolated 

skill instruction. 

In this line of research, Bamert (1988) compareel traditional French reading class and a 

class trained on strategies through explicit coınprehension instruction model. The results shmved 

that there were no statistically significant difference between the groups in tenns of coınprehension. 

Thus, he concluded that this may be due to the students' high profıciency level, advanced level 

students do not benefıt from this type of instruction. 

Paris et. al.(1984) investigated the effects of explicit strategy training model to increase 

students' awareness of the importance of using cognitive and ınetacognitive strategi.es in reading. 

Subjects were taught general approaclıes of checking their coınprehension, recognizing probleıns 

and using strategies to resolve the problem. An linportant aspect of this traiııing was to explain the 

ratianale belıind the usefulness of the comprehension and monitoıing strategies. They found that 

students who received direct instruction were ınore aware of coınprehension strategies. Also the 

students with higher strategy awareness perfonned better on comprehension measures such as 

cloze passages and eiTor-detection measures. Thus instruction on comprehension and 

metacomprehension strategies, which includes increasing students awareness of the iınpoıiance of 

strategies seem to promote independent and self-controlled use of strategies. 

Stevens et al (1991) conducted a study in which t\VO groups receiving different instructions 

were coınpared. Experiınental group was exposed to explicit instıuction model integrated witlı 

cooperative Ieaming in reading. Control group received traditional reading instmction, which 

focuses on skill development. The results of this study showeel the signifıcant iınpact of explicit 

instruction and cooperative leaming on teaching students' specifıc reading comprehension 

strategies. 

There were also other studies in which explicit comprehension instmction model was 

compareel to traditional reading skill instıuction(Hansen and Pearson 1983; Ogle 1986; Bauınann 

1984; Raphael1985; Fitzgerald anel Spiegel1983 and Aınbuster et al1987). The results ofthese 

studies showed that comprehension can in fact be tauglıt and many strategies have been taught 
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successfully. But these studies were criticized on the bases that they \Vere "one strategy at a time 

studies", and they did not use a classroom envirorunent and the numbers of the subjects were 

between 1 and 5. S ome of the strategies that w ere taught in these studies are, 

- using background knowledge to make inferences (Hansen and Pearson 1983) or 

set purposes (Ogle 1986), 

- getting the main idea (Bauınann 1984), 

- identeying the sources of information needed to answer questions (Raphael 1985), 

- using the typical stıucture of stories (Fitzgerald and Spiegel 1983) or expositoıy 

texts (Aınbuster et al 1987) to help students to understand \Vhat they are reading. 

(Fielding and Pearson 1994: 65) 

Kem (1989) evaluated the e:ffect of explicit instruction on inteımediate level French EFL 

students' reading coınprehension and inferential ability. The subjects were divided into two groups 

fırst as the experimental and control group and later each group was divided into three subgroups 

as high, ıniddle and low level according to their language proficiency level. The experimental group 

received explicit comprehension instıuction and the control group received traditional reading 

instıuction. In the expeıiınental group, all levels shmved iınproveınent, low level iınproving more 

compared with the middle and high Ievels. In the control group, high level showed a decrease in 

their scores and the other I eve ls show ed less iınprovement coınpared with the experimental group. 

These results iınply that the subjects \Vlıo had the greatest difficulty in reading L2 texts benefıted 

most from explicit comprehension instıuction coınpared to other group and to other levels in tenns 

of reading comprehension and inferential ability. 

The research canied out by DuffY et.al ( 1987) coınpared two groups, one getting explicit 

reading strategy instıuction anel other getting traditional reading iru;truction anel found that the 

stuclents benefited from explicit instruction in reading, elementary and beginning levels being the 

one s 
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getting the most benefıt. In anather research, Hosenfıeld (1985) taught word-guessing teclıniques t'ô 

indi:vidual students through explicit comprehension instruction and found that their problem soh,ing 

behavior upon encountering an unknown word improved. 

Finally, Duffy et al (1987) found that when teachers use this explicit comprehension 

instruction mode~ students were more successful than the ones who received traditional reading 

skill instruction in terms of reading coınprehension ability. 

As the studies discussed above suggest, almost all of the research in the field focused on 

one tiıne strategy training or compared explicit reading strategy model to traditional reading 

technique. In addition, much of the research on strategy training has not used a regular classroom 

teaching situation to carry out the training. Instıuctional objectives in strategy training are not met in 

30 minute lessons. Rather it takes many lessons for teachers to help students build understanding 

about the nature of strategic reading, the different types of reading strategies and relationships 

between them, the adaptation of different kinds of strategies and combining theın. Also, according 

to the studies advanced students do not benefit fonu explicit comprehension instruction since they 

may already be aware of strategic reading. Finally, most of the studies \vere conducted in ESL 

enviromnent. In this study, taking those criticisms into consideration, a long tenn experiınental 

design was used to determine vvhether exposing eleınentaıy EFL students to a special instruction,

Pearson and Dole's ( 1987) explicit comprehension instruction model - would h elp improve their 

reading comprehension more compared to that of a traditional reading skill instruction. 

The di:fference of this study then, is that it focuses on ınore strategies; cognitive, 

metacognitive and affective strategies, it uses a natural teaching environment - actually teaching in 

the classroom - and a regular classroom teacher \vlıo is the researcher at the same time. 



Introduction 

CHAPTERIII 

METHODOLOGY 

1 c 
L . • : 

In this chapter, subjects, the instrurnents used, data calleetion procedures and the 

procedures followed during the treatment sessions are discussed. 

3.1 Subjects 

41 monolingual students attending the Intensive English Program of Comrnunication 

Sciences Faculty at Anadolu University, Eskisebir were chosen as the subjects of this study. 

Subjects' English proficiency level was element.-uy as determined by the placement test 

ad.ministered at the beginning of the 1997-1998 academic year. Their scores ranged from 12 to 32 . 

They share the same native language, which is Turkish and their ages range between 17 and 23. 

Students were divided into two groups; an experimental group and a control group. 
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3.1.1 Experimental group 

20 students attending class H4, short for preparatory class 4 in this program, was the 

experiınental group. The main instruction type for this group was cognitively based reading and 

they received an instruction in which the author recasted skills as strategies through modeling based 

on Pearson and Dole's (1987) explicit comprehension model. 

3. 1.2 Control group 

21 one of the subjects attending class H3, short for preparatory class 3 in this program, was 

the control group. During the treatment session one student did not attend the courses regularly and 

did not take the post tests. Therefore he was excluded from the analysis and the number of the 

students in the control group decreased to 20. This group was exposed to traditional reading skill 

instıuction based on the isolated exercise type. 

3.2 Instruments 

The following instruments were used to detennine di.fferent factors such as language 

proficiency, strategy use of the students and to obtain their opinions about the instıuction. 

3.2.1 :Michigan Placement Test 

This is a standard test offıcially adınİnistered to place the students enrolled in the 

Coınınunication Sciences Faculty at Anadolu University, Eskisebir in various classrooms according 

to their level of English. Students who score less than 60 points are placed in classes based on their 

scores. Students scoring 60 or above they are subject to take other exams, such asspeaking writing 

and anather proficiency exam. (Students scoring 70 or above are exempt from preparatory school). 

:Michigan Placement Test is composed of three parts; listerring coınprehension, graınınar and 

vocabulary and reading comprehension parts. There are a total of 100 questions and scores are 

calculated on a 100 point s cal e. 



3.2.2 Reading Strategy Inventory 

To detennine the reading strategies students use , an adapted version of Oxford's ( 1 990) 

SILL ( Strategy Inventoıy for Language Leaming) was administered. The inventoıy given to the 

subjects in this study included only those items related to reading skill. Cognitive, metacognitivc, 

affective, social, memoıy and compensation strategies were incorporated as "broad focus" (Oxford, 

1990). These items were translated into the subjects' native language to ensure the comprehension 

of the items by the subjects . The inventoıy consisted of 30 items following the general format "I 

do such and such" and the students responded ona :five point Likert scale ranging from 1 (never or 

almost never true of me) to 5 ( always or almost true of me )(See Appendix A ). Of these 30 items, 

only ten strategies were related to the study-speci.fic skills and the others represented general 

reading strategies. The .reason for including items representing general reading strategies was to 

detennine reading strategies used by Turkish EFL elementaıy reading students in general. 

3.2.3 The Researcher-Prepared Reading Exam 

This test was prepared by the rescareher and designed especially to test the skills to be 

covered during the treatment sessions. In this test, a reading passage called "Human and Naturc" 

was uscd. Students wcrc asked to aılswer comprchcnsion questions about the passage, and to gucss 

the meaning of some unknown vocabularies from the passage, and to identify what some referring 

expressions refer to in the passage and to sean some ads and find answers to the questions abut the 

ads. The scores were out of 100 and the distribution of the points according to the parts w as 

30,30,20,20 respectively (See Appendix B). The level of the passage in this test was above the 

subjects' initial reading proficiency level as otherwise it would have been diffıcult to assess a 

possible improvement. That is if the language lcvel had been tower than the subjects' reading 

proficiency level, it would have been difficult to dctermine whether subjects progressed or not. 
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3.2.4 The Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension Part of Practice TOEFL 

This test comprised of 60 questions, 30 vocabulary guessing and 30 reading 

comprehension. This test was administered for the following reasons: it tested the skills to be 

covered in the study, it is a standard test for EFL students, and a bit difficult for elernentary lcvcl 

students. The rescareher wanted to obseıve the di:fferences between the achievements of students in 

a standard exam and researcher-prepared reading exam. Thus, the use of this test was motivated by 

two factors. First, as it is a standard test, it was used to check research prepared exam' s validity. 

Secondly, as it is a test beyand the students' level, it would enable the rescareher to dctenninc a 

possible improvement in subjects' reading pro:ficiency level. 

3.2.5 Quizzes 

During the treatment sessions, the subjects were given regular quizzes after each skill was 

mastered. The quizzes were designed to test the skill taught the previous week. They were graded 

out of 20. A total of :five quizzes were administered and the order of the quizzes were in the same 

order skills were taught; guessing difficult words, predicting, :finding your way araund the text, 

skimming and scanning and looking for detailed information. 

3.2.6 Opinion Questionnaire 

This questionnaire was prepared by the rescareher himself. It was administcred in the 

subjccts' nativc language sincc their lcvel of English was not sufficient to comprehcnd complcx 

structures. In this questionnaire there were 1 O statements for the experimental group following the 

format "I teamed such and such from this instruction and this instruction and modeling gave mc 

clues about effective reading"(see Appendix C). For the control group, there were 9 statcments. 

The ninth statement in this questionnaire, which was about modeling, was excluded for the control 

group since they did not receive such instruction. The students circled one of the :five choices, 

which were "defınitely no", "no", " I do not know", "yes", and "de:finitely yes". For the 

experimental group, these choices were for the :first nine staternerlts artd for the control group for 
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the first eight · statements. The last s tatement for each group were optional and the students were 

asked to write their own comments about the instruction types. In short, 9 statements for the 

control group and 1 O statements for the experimental group were included in the analysis. 

3.3.0 Materials 

Two types of materials were used in the study; coursebook and reading materials. 

3.3.1 Coursebook 

During the treatment, Penguin Elementaıy Reading SkilLs (Penguin Books, 1989) was used 

for both groups as the coursebook. This book was clıosen by the reading teachers and it had been 

used for preceding two academic years in the Intensive English Program at Communication 

Sciences Faculty of Anadolu University. There are two sections in this book; Part A and Part B, 

and in each part there are seven units. The first six units of both part A and B include six skills; 

guessing difficult words, predicting, using monolingoal dictionaıy, fınding your way arowtd the 

text, skimming and scanning and looking for detailed information. The last unit is the review unit. 

Part A is for elementaıy level and Part B is for intermediate Ievel. Thus, only part A are used in 

this study. The skilLs coyered during the treatment sessions were chosen from this book, which 

were the six skilLs mentioned above. The skill of using monolingoal dictionaıy was not included in 

the analysis as assessing this skill through exams and quizzes is difficult and impractical. 

3.3.2 Reading Passages 

For each skill, three reading passages aside from the coursebook were used. Tiıe same 

reading passages were used in both groups. The passages were chosen according to the level of the 

students. With each reading passage, the given skill was practiced. 
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3.4 Procedure 

The procedure lasted for one semester. It started at the beginning of the fall semester of 

1997-98 academic year. Before the treatment session, the subjects were given the strategy .. 

inventory. Titis inventory had two purposes. The main purpose was to check whether the strategies 

rclated to the pre-decided skills (3rct, 411ı, 511ı, 61h, 911ı, 1211ı, 1311ı, 1411ı, 171h and 23rd strategies in the 

inventory see Appendix A) covered during the treatment sessions were used by the subjects before 

the treatment. The ·second purpose was to detennine the general reading strategy uses of Turkish 

EFL students within the limited scope of the subjects in this study as there are no studies 

investigating the reading strategies of Turkish EFL students. The skills to be used in the study were 

decided before the treatment as the reading curriculum mandated the use of Penguin Elementary 

Reading Skills as the coursebook. Also these skills were thought to be the crucial ones for the 

reading instruction to elementary level students. After the diagnosis of the strategies, the researcher

prepared reading exam and the vocabulary and reading comprehension part of practice TOEFL 

were administered as pre-tests to detennine the subjects' reading proficiency. Since both groups 

were fowıd to be equal in. terms of reading proficiency, treatment sessions started for both groups. 
ı . ,,1 

3.4.1 Instruction: Experimental group 

Experimental group received instruction on the basis of Pearson and Dole's (1987) explicit 

comprehension instruction model by recasting skills as strategies through teaeber modeling. Pearson 

and Dole states that this type of instruction is di:fferent from atlıers in three important ways. In 

Explicit comprehension instruction mode~ 

"First, teachers do not only mention what strategy, or skill is. Instead, they 

model or provide direct explanation of what, why, how and when a 

comprehension strategy should be used. Second, students do not simply 

practice on their own. Instead, teachers provide guided practice in which 

they gradually and slowly release responsibility for the task completion to 

students until students are able to complete the task on their own. Finally, 

teachers do more than assess whether students can perform the skill or 



strategy. Instead, teaehers ask students to apply tlıeir strategies to new and 

different reading situations." (Pearson and Dole, 1987) 

:.:ı 

The mos~ basic prineiple of this model is to explain mental reasoning involved in 

performing various reading tasks. In this study, following Pearson and Dole (1987), the instruction 

consisted of three steps during the treatment. In the first step the teaeher, who was also the 

researcher, took the skill and recasted it as a strategy by modeling. He explieitly explained why, 

when and how he used this skill as a strategy to read more effectively in his real life reading 

situations. While he was doing this he made use of the isolated context exercises in the coursebook. 

Although it was not a good way to use isolated context exercise type in the modeling step, the 

researc~er had to use them since the order of the treatment session procedures had to be the same 

for both groups to avoid the e.ffect of using a different .· order. In short, for both groups the 

coursebook was used to introduce the skills and the difference for the experiınental group was 

teaeber modeling. Again in this step, a reading passage was also used to carry out this modeling in a 

real text. The teaeber modeled how he used the skill by recasting it asa strategy. The modeling was 

carried out by dealing with the passage while explaining the procedures he usually follows in using 

this skill. In other words, he was a model for the students since he explained his mental reasoning 

as an experienced and knowledgeable person. Students were expected the internalize the skill as if it 

were his/her own strategy to be a sueeessful reader. For example, when he encountered a word 

students were not expected to know, he modeled how he guessed the meaning by analyıing the 

context. He also explained why this guessing was veıy important and when it must be applied. 

During this step, students were only listeners, they did not participate in the lesson. Since this step 

includes mental reasoning, the teaeber sometimes used the subjects' native language while 

explaining the mental reasoning. 

In the second step, another reading passage was used. This step is veıy important becausc 

the basic aim of this step is to release the responsibility to students gradually. In order to achievc 

this, this time students and the teaeber worked together on the passage. The teaeber asked 



questions such as "how did you guess the meaning of the unknown word?", "how did you use the 

title or pictures to comprehend the passage better?". With such questions, the teaeber tried to gct 

the students to model the comprehension process as similar as possible to his modeling. As oj>posed 

to the first step, students participated in the tesson by giving answers to the questions and by 

initiating the modeling process with the hetp of the teacher. Thus, students started to take 

responsibility for their own comprehension. 

The third step was the "application" step in which the students tried to appty the recasted 

skills in the given reading passage for each skill. hı this step, students were on their own. Students 

read the passage and answered questions. This step made up the quizzes of this study. 

3.4.2 lnstruction: Control Group 

Control group, on the other hand, received traditional reading skill instruction. hı this 

instruction, the exercises in the textbook were used. This book introduces the skills through isotated 

exercise form. As opposed to the modeled version of this exercise mastering in the experirnental 

group, the teaeber and the students dealt with the exercises by finding only the correct answer 

without thinking about the mental reasoning leading to the correct answer, altemative answers 

were not discussed. Students were made aware of the skills thiougll exetcises. After·completing the 

exercises in the b<?ok, the same reading passage used for the experimental group was covered. First 

two passages were covered through pre-reading questions, a guided reading based on content 

comprehension and traditional "who, what, where, and when" comprehension questions and 

vocabulary, referring expressions, true/false statements. hı this teaching process, students were 

assumed to have teamed how to use these skills in a passage. For example, they were asked to 

guess the unknown words or to find the referring expressions ete. but there were no detailed 

discussions about the process of reaching an answer since this instruction focused on isolated skill 

awareness and automatization. The third passage was used as a quiz. 

At the end of the treatment sessions, the same tests given as pre-tests were administered as 

post-tests in this study to determine the reading proficiency improvement within groups and 
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between groups. Alsa the strategy inventory adrninistered at the beginning was administered again 

lo delcnnine if tlıcrc was an incrcasc in tlıc use of study-spccifıc strategics by the subjccts in both 

groups. Finally, in order to explore their opinions about the instruction types in tenns of 

effectiveness and satisfaction, the opinion questionnaire was adrninistered. 

3.5 Data Analysis 

Tiıe data obtained from the rescareher prepared reading exam was subjected to a statistical 

analysis - t- test for independent samples, to determine if there were signi:ficant differences between 

the two groups in tenns of reading comprehension and t-test for dependent samples, to determine 

the improvement within groups, was applied to compare the scores of pre-test with that of post

test. In this exam, t-test applied to post-test scores did not show a signi:ficant difference between the 

two groups in terms of reading proficiency level. However, since p value was not very so sınaller 

than 0.05 and mean differences are quite different, the rescareher thought that there might be a 

signi:ficant difference in the degree of improvement between the two groups. Therefore, anather t

test was applied to the gain scores, that is the scores found by subtracting the scores the subjects 

got in the pre-test from the ones they got in the post-test. Tiıis type of t-test was referred as t-test 

for the changes in the scores in this study and was uscd only for this cxam. 

·For the vocabulary and reading comprehension of practice TOEFL the same analysis was 

used except t-test for the chances in the scores. 

Again before the treatment session, stratcgy inventory was adrninistered to obtain data 

about subjects' strategy use. The results of this strategy inventory were analyzed in several ways. 

Firstly, the averages for each study-specific strategies (3rd, 4th, Sth, 6th, 9th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 

17th, 23rd items in the strategy inventory) -the strategies which represent only the study-specifıc 

skills- were calculated to determine whether to include themin the study. Secondly, in the post

treatment administration of this questionnaire, the averages for the same iteıri.s mentioned above 

w ere calculated again to de termine if there w ere an increase in the use for both groups. Tiıirdly, in 

the pre-treatment administration of this questionnaire, the 30 items in· the strategy-inventory were 
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classificd into six strategy classes according to Oxford's (1990) classification model as affectivc, 

. social, metacognitive, compensation, memoıy and cognitive strategies. And the overall averages for 

eaclı item and for each class were calculated and later the results were interpreted in terms of the 

use of reading strategies by Turkish elernentaıy EFL students in a general sense in addition to the 

use of study-speci:fic strategies. 

During the treatment, subjects were given regular quizzes to test whether they were ablc to 

use the strategy after each ski1l was mastered. These quizzes were graded out of 20 and the 

averages for each quiz for each group were calculated and t-test for independent sarnples was 

applied to see if there were signi:ficant di:fferences between the groups 

During the treatment session again, subjects were o:fficially adrninistered two reading 

midterms. These midterms were also included in the analyses, as both groups were administered 

the same midterms and these midtenns tested subjects' reading comprehension. For both midterms 

the mean values were calculated for each group, and t-test for independent sarnples was applied to 

detennine if there were significant di:fferences between group in terms of reading proficiency for 

both the first and second midterm. 

Finally, at the end of the treatment sessions the opinion questionnaire w as administcrcd to 

both groups. For each staternent and for each choice, the number of students and the percentages 

were calculated for each group separately for the first 8 iterns. The staternent about the modeling 

was for the experimental group. For this statement, the number of students and the percentagcs 

were calculated as well. In this questionnaire, the fırst two choices for each statement implied 

negative opinion, the third choice was for no opinion, and the last two choices implied positive 

opinion about the treatment. Finally, the overall average for these choices were calculated for each 

group and these results were interpreted. The last staternent for each group included the subjectc;' 

comments about the instruction type. Since they were open-ended, only those which are related 

with the purpose of this study are discussed. 

Tite results are given in the next chapter. 
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In this chapter, the results obtained from various instruınents were analyzed tlu·ough three 

types of t-tests for the pre and post-tests; t-test for dependent samples, t-test for independent 

samples and t-test for the differences in the scores between pre and post-tests at the 0.05 level of 

signifıcance. 

4.1 Strategy Inventory 

Since the aiın of this inventory was to deteımine the general reading strategies as well as 

study-specifıc strategies, it was analyzed in two ways. To deterınine the general reading strategies 

students use, all 30 items were investigated. These 30 items were classifıed as cognitive, 

metacognitive, compensation, social and affective strategies. ı ı of the 30 items were cognitive 

strategies. The means for cognitive strategies ranged from 2.45 to 3. 75 for the experiınental group 

and from 2.20 to 3.25 for the control group. The overall mean was 3.03 out of 5.00, therefoı·e 

being in "sometiınes used range" according to the fıve-point Likert scale . So the students used 

them sometiınes. 
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There were 6 iteıns related to metacognitive strategy class. The means for metacognitiv~

strategies ranged from 2.65 to 4.10, for the experimental group and from 2.35 to 4.05 for the 

control group. The overall mean for metacognitive strategy use for all subjects was 3.41 out of 

5.00, therefore being in "sometiınes used range" according to the fıve-point Likert scale . So the 

students used them soınetiınes. 

3 items were compensation strategies The means for compensation strategies ranged from 

2.25 to 3.45 for the control group and from 2.35 to 3.35 for the experimental group. The overall 

mean for compensation strategy use across subjects was 2.96 out of 5.00, therefore being in 

"sometimes used range" according to the five-point Likert scale . So the students used them 

sometimes. 

2 items were social strategies The means for social strategies ranged from 3. 70 and 3.90 for 

the control group and 3.35 and 3.85 for the experimental group. The overall mean for social 

strategy use across subjects was 3.70 out of 5.00, therefore being in "generally used range". 

The number of affective strategies was 3. The ıneans for affective strategies ranged from 

1.75 to 3.05 for the control group and from 1.85 to 3.40 for the experimental group. The overall 

mean for affective strategy use across subjects was 2.64 out of 5.00, ıneaning they are soınetiınes 

use d. 

Finally, 5 iteıns were memory strategies. The means for ınemoıy strategies ranged from 

1.90 to 3.10 for the control group and from 2.40 to 3.00 for the experimental group. The overall 

ınean for meınory strategy use across subjects was 2.68 out of 5.00, therefore being in "sometimes 

used range". The results are summarizeel in Table 1. ( See Appendix D for the relevant averages 

and classification of the strategies in this inventory). The fallawing is the Likert scale: 

1) Always oralmost always used: 4.5 to 5.0 

2) Generally used : 3.5 to 4.4 

3) Soınetiınes used 

4) Generally not us ed 

5) Never or alınost never used 

:2.5 to 3.4 

: 1.5 to 2.4 

:1.0 to 1.4 
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Table 4.1 

The fi:equency of general reading strategy use by Turkish elementary EFL students 

Class Number of iteıns Control Grou !vfeans 

ı Cognitive ll 3.13 2.93 3.03 

ı ~fetacognitive 6 3.38 1 3.45 ı 3.41 

j Compensation 
i ! 

ı 

3 2.95 1 2.98 ! 2.96 ı 

Social 2 3.60 ı 3.80 1 3.70 
ı ı 

1 

ı 
A:ffective 3 2.73 2.55 1 2.64 

Memory 5 2.75 ı 2.62 1 2.68 1 1 

The second purpose was to detennine the frequency of study-specific strategy use. In the 

inventory there were 1 O items related to the skills covered during the treatment. (The numbers of 

these items were 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 14, 17, 23 ). Theaveragesfor these items are given lıı table 

4.2. Averages for the ten items ranged from 2.35 (item 12) to 3.35 (item 23 and 14) for the 

experimental group and from 2.25 (item 13) to 3.45 (item 12) for the control group. The overall 

mean for the experimental group was 3.05 and for the control group 2.98. Items 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, and 

23 referred to cognitive strategies, 12, 13, 14 referred to compensation strategies and the item 17 

refened to affective strategy. 

i 
i 
ı 



Items 

Cognitive 
3 
4 
5 
6 
9 
23 
m ean 
Compensation 
12 
13 

ı 14 
m ean 

J. Affective 
i 17 

1 Overall mean 

Table 4.2 

The average ranges for the study specifıc strategies 
in the pre treatment adıninistration of the inventory 

1 Experiınental group 1 Control group 
n=20 n=20 

2.90 2.80 
3.25 3.05 
2.95 2.80 
3.05 3.15 
3.25 3.05 
3.35 2.95 
3.12 2.96 

3.15 3.45 
2.35 2.25 
3.35 3.25 
2.95 2.98 

2.95 3.05 

3.05 2.98 
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The averages range for each item were within the "sometimes used" range. The frequency 

of use for each item is comparable across groups except for item 23. For item 23, the ınean was 

3.35 for the expt:rirm.mtal group, and 2.95 for ihe control group. However, both means fall into the 

"s ometimes used" range. The results of study-specifıc strategies then suggest that students were not 

capable of using these strategies adequately all the time. Thus teaching the use of these study-

specifıc strategies is necessary. 

This inventory was also adınİnistered to both groups at the end of the treatment sessions to 

de termine whether there w as an increase in the frequency of study-specifıc strategy w;e. The results 

are given iiı Table 4.2. The overall mean· for cognitive strategies increased to 3.79 for the 

experiınental group with a range of3.15 to 4.40 and for the control group, the overall mean for this 

class ofstrategies increased to 3.35 from 2.96 and ranged from 3.00 to 3.80. The overall mean for 
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compensation strategies for the experimental group increased to 3.41 from 2.95 and ranged from 

2.15 to 4.05. Although there was an increase in the overall mean for the item 13 th,;re was a 

decrease in the mean. For the control group the overall mean for this class of strategies was 2.88 

and ranged from 1.90 to 3.40. For this class of strategies there was a decrease in the overall mean 

in the control group, a decrease from 2.98 to 2.88. Also speci:fically for the iteıns 12 and 13 there 

were decreases (from 3.45 to 3.35 and from 2.25 to 1.95 respectively). Finally the overall mean 

for affective strategy for the experimental group increased to 3.40 from 2.95 as opposed to the 

decrease for the control group from 3.05 to 2.90. The overall average for the experimental group 

for these 10 items was 3.64 and for the control group 3.16 (see table 4.2). For the experimental 

group, there was a O. 59 increase in the average in the use of study-speci:fic strategies as opposed to 

O. 18 increase for the control group. 

Table 4.3 

The average ranges for the study speci:fic strategies 
in the pre and post treatment adıninistration of the inventory 

Items Experimental group Control ırroup 
n=20 n=20 

Cognitive pre post 
1 

pre post 
3 2.90 4.40 1 2.80 3.80 
4 3.25 4.00 

1 

3.05 3.60 

ı~ 
2.95 3.15 2.80 3.25 
3.05 3.90 ı 3.15 3.30 

9 3.25 3.65 i 3.05 3.15 
23 3.35 3.65 ı 2.95 3.00 
m ean 3.12 3.79 2.96 3.35 
Compensation 
12 3.15 4.05 3.45 3.35 
13 2.35 2.15 2.25 1.90 
14 3.35 4.05 3.25 3.40 
m ean 2.95 3.41 2.98 2.88 
Affective 
17 2.95 3.40 3.05 2.90 

i 
ı Ayer~ges 3.05 3.64 2.98 3.16 
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4.2 The Researcher-prepared Reading Exam as one of the Two Pre-tests 

The researcher-prepared reading exam was administered to both groups as one of the pre

tests to determine the reading proficiencies of the subjects. The mean values for both groups are 

shown as seenin table 4.4. (See Appendix El for the sumınaıy of the results for the experimental 

group and Appendix E2 for the suınınaıy of the results for the control group). 

The results of the t-test for independent samples showed that there were no signifıcant 

differences between the groups (t= -0.84, p =0.406)since p>0.05 at the 0.05 level of signifıc.ance. 

This suggests that the reading profideney level of these two groups are similar. 

Table 4.4 

The researcher-prepared reading exam as pre-test 

T -test for independent samples 

n 1 mean m ean ı t p 
difference ı ı 

l control group 20 ı34.1 
ı ı 2.9 -0.84 1 0.406 

1 ı ı 
1 experimental group 20 j31.2 1 

at 0.05 level of signitl.cance 

4.3 The Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension Part of Practice TOEFL as the Second 

Pre-test 

The second instruınent to test the reading profideney levels of the experimental and the 

control group was a standard test. Although this test was above the subjects' profıciency level, it 

was clıosen as anather instruınent since it te~ts well the skills to be taught during the treatment 

sessions. In this test, out of 60 questions; there were 30 vocabulaıy and 30 reading comprehension 

questions. The means for both the control group and the experimental group are given in Table 
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Table 4.5 

The vocabulary and reading comprehension part of Practice TOEFL as pre-test 

T -test for independent samples 
1 

1 
n m ean m ean t IP 

difference i 
control group 20 5.5 1 

1.2 1.1 0.27 

experimental group 20 6.7 
at 0.05 level of sigrıi:ficance 

The average number of coırect answers for the control group was 5.5 and for the 

experimental group 6. 7 out of 60. (See Appendix El for the suınmaıy of the results for the 

ex"Perimental group and Appendi.'{ E2 for the suınmary of the results for the control group). The 

results oft-test for independent saınples did not show a sigrıi:ficant difference behveen the groups (t 

= 1.1 and p = 0.27 (p>0.05). 

The results of the se two pre-tests indicate that these group s were equal in tenns of reading 

proficiency before the treatment. 

4.4 The Researclıer-prepared Reading Exam as the first Post-test 

The same testusedas the pre-test was administered as one of the t\vo post-tests at the end 

of the treatment session to detennine the iınprovement of the subjects iı1 reading proficiency. The 

results of this test areshownin table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 

The researcher-prepared reading exam as post-test 

T -test for independent samples 
1 

n m ean m ean t Ip 
difference ı 

control ırroup 20 49 1 

ı 5.8 1.31 i 0.196 

experimental group 20 54.8 i 1 

at O. 05 level of sıgruficance 
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The mean value for the control group was 49 and for the experimental group 54.8 with a 

5.8 mean di:fference ( See Appendix El for the suımnaıy of the results for the experimental group 

and Appendix E2 for the surrunaıy of the results for the control group). 

Although the mean score was higher for the experimental group compared to that of control 

group, the results oft-test for independent samples indicate that this di:fference is not significant. To 

determine whether there were significant di:fferences between pre and post tests, t-test for 

dependent samples was done for each group. For the control group, the mean score was 34.1 for 

the pre-test and 49 for the post-test with a 14.9 mean difference. This difference suggests that the 

control group improved significantly. The results are shmvn in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7 
The researcher-prepared reading exam 

Tt :D d d - est or epen ent samp es (C t 1 Gr ) on ro o up 

1 mean 
ı ---ı 

Control group ! t 1 n m ean p 

J ı difference l 
pre-test 20 34.1 ı l -

ı ı 14.9 1 ı 1.6 ı 0.001 ı 
post-test 20 49 ı 

ı ı 1 

at 0.05 level of significance 

For the experimental group, the mean score \Vas 31.2 for the pre-test and 54.8 for the post

test with a 23.55 mean difference. This difference indicates that the expeıiınental group iınproved 

significantly a8 well. The results are given in Table 4.8 

Table 4.8 

The researcher-prepared reading exam 

T f; d -test or epen ent samp es d 1 (E xpemnena Ol!IJ, t ı Gr ) 

1 

experimental n m ean m ean t jP 
group ı difference ı 

ı 
1 

pre-test 20 31.2 l ı i 
23.55 8.7 ı 0.001 

post-test 20 54.8 l J 
at 0.05 level of significance 
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Although both groups improved significantly, the experiınental group showed a greater 

iınprovement. \V'hile the mean difference between pre and post test was 14.9 for the control group, 

it was 23.55 for the experimental group. Thus the degree of iınprovement for the two groups was 

different. A t-test for the differences in the scores gained from pre and post test -.vas applied to 

determine if the degree of improvement was statistically different. hı order to apply this type of t-

test, the scores the subjects received :from the post-test were subtracted :fi:oın the scores of the pre-

test and t-test was applied to these scores. This time it was obsen,.ed that there was a significant 

difference between the groups since test t value was -2.5 and p value was 0.016 (p <0.05) (see 

table 4.8). hı other words, although the groups seemed equal in the post test, the degree of 

iınprovement was quite different. This shows that expeıiınental group iınproved more compared to 

the control group in teıms of reading proficiency. The results are shmvn in Table 4.9. 

Table 4.9 

The researcher-prepared reading exaın 

T -test tor independent samples for the changes in the scores between the pre and post test 

n m ean m ean ı t IP ı 
difference ı ı ı 

control 20 14.9 ı 1 ı 
1 -2.5 ı 0.016 ı 

1 experimental , 20 23.55 ! ' 
at 0.05 level of significance 

4.5 Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension Part ofPractice TOEFL as the Second 

Post-test 

Practice TOEFL given as one of the pre-tests before the treatment w as adıninistered as the 

second post-test. The results of this second post-tests areshownin table 4.10. 
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Table 4.10 

The vocabulaıy and Reading coınprehension part of Practice TOEFL 

T -test for independent saınples 

n :rv1ean m ean ı t IP 
di:fference 1 1 

control 20 9.3 1 ı 
5.0 /3.42 J 0.001 

experiınental 20 14.3 
1 J 

at 0.05 level of significance 

The average number of correct answers out of 60 questions were 9. 3 for the control group 

and 14.3 for the experiınental group( See Appendix El for the sununaıy of the results for the 

experiınental group and see Appendi.'\. E2 for the sununaıy of the results for the control group). 

Again to deterınine whether there wao;; a significant iınproveınent between pre and post test within 

groups, t-test for dependent saınples was done. The results for the control group are shown in 

Table 4.11. 

control 
group 

pre-Toefl 

post-Toefi 

Table 4.11 

The vocabulaıy and Reading coınprehension part of Practice TOEFL 

T-test for dependent saınples (Control Group) 

n !\.1ean m ean t ıp 
di:fference 

! 
ı 

20 5.5 ı l 
3.8 -2.94 ı 0.083 

20 9.3 ı 
at 0.05 level of significance 

ı 

For the control group, mean di:fference was 3.8. The di:fference between pre and post tests 

was not statistically significant. The results for the experimental group areshownin Table 4.12. For 

this group, the mean score was 6.7 inthepre-test and it increased to 14.25 in the post test with 

7.55 di:fference which suggests that the experimental group improved significantly. 



Table 4.12 

The vocabulaıy and Reading comprehension paıt ofPractice TOEFL 

T -test for dependent samples (Experimental Group) 

experimental n M ean m ean ı t IP 
group difference 

1 
1 

pre-Toefl 20 1 6.7 1 

7.55 -7.14 0.001 
post-Toefi 20 14.25 
at 0.05 level of significance 
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Thus, it can be said that experirnental group achieved signifıcant improvement but the 

control group did not. \Vhen the mean differences between pre and post tests for the two groups 

are compared, the improveınent for the experimental group is ınuch greater than that of the control 

group (7.55 vs 3.8 respectively). 

In conclusion, then the researcher prepared reading exam and vocabulaıy and reading 

coınprehension part of practice TOEFL showeel that there was a sigıtifıcant difference between the 

groups in tenns of reading proficiency. Although both group s iınproved to s ome extent, this 

irnprovement was greater for the experimental group. The results of the statistical anal:ysis indicate 

that the difference between the two groups is signifıcant. 

4.6 Quizzes 

During the treatment sessions, fıve quizzes were adıninistered to both groups. The purpose 

of these quizzes was to test the skills taught in the follmving week. Each skill was covered within 

two weekcs and at the enel of eveıy two weeks, the same quiz testing the skill \Vas given to both 

groups. In the fırst quiz, in which subject-, were required to guess .the meaning of unfaıniliar 

vocabulaıy iteıns, there was no signifıcant difference behveen the two groups as Table 4.13 shows. 

The ın ean score across subjects for· the control group was ı 5 and for the experimental it was ı 4. 2. 

The ın ean difference between the groups w as O. 8 
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n 

control group ı 20 

experimental 20 
group 

at 0.05 level of signifıcance 

Table 4.13 

Quiz 1 (Guessing Vocabulary) 

T -test for independent samples 

m ean j1v1ean 
. di:fference 

15 

0.8 

14.2 
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ı t Ir 
ı ı 

1 

ı -0.48 ı 0.627 

ı 
ı 

The second quiz was about making predictions about the passage before reading or while 

reading. The results oft-test for independent samples did not show a signifıcant di:fference between 

the groups as Table 4.14 indicates. The mean score for the control group was 11.93 and for the 

experiınental group it was 12.15. The mean di:fferences between the groups \Vas 0.22. 

Table 4.14 

Quiz 2 (Predicting) 

T -test for independent samples 
ı ı 
1 mean 1

1 

Mean 
d:iffl 1 erence 

ı 
jn 
ı 

ı t 
ı 

1 

i 
Ir 
i ı 

1 control group 20 11.93 

0.22 0.112 ı 0.91 

ı 
experiınental group 20 12.15 ı 
at 0.05 level of signifıcance 

Sirnilarly the third quiz, which required the subjects to fınd what the words refer to in a 

given passage, did not show a signifıcant di:fference between the groups as in Table 4.15. The 

mean score for the control group was 10.8 and for the experiınental group it was 12.3 with a mean 

di:fference of 1. 5. 
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Table 4.15 

Quiz 3 (Refening Expressions) 

T -test for independent samples 

n M ean Mean difference t Ip 
control group 20 ı 10.8 

1.5 1.76 o. 86 

experlınentalgroup 20 12.3 
at 0.05 level of signifıcance 

The only quiz which showed a statistical difference between the groups was the fourth quiz 

in which the subjects were required to answer scanning questions. As seenin Table 4.16, the mean 

for the control group was 11.7 and 14.53 for the experiınental group and the mean difference 

· between the groups was 2.85 (t= 2.47 and p= 0.017). The results show that in this quiz the 

experimental group was ınore successful. 

Table 4.16 

Quiz 4 (Scanning) 

T -test for independent samples 

In lrvfean 1 mean lt lv 
1 difference ı 

' -

control group 20 11.67 
2.85 2.473 0.017 

1 
ı 

experimentalgroup 20 114.52 
at 0.05 level of signifıcance 

Finally, the fıfth quiz, which is based on looking for detailed infonnation, did not show a 

signifıcant difference between the groups as seenin Table 4.17. The mean for the control group for 

this quiz was 17.27 and for the experimental group 15.65. The mean differences for the groups 

was 1.62. Interestingly, for this quiz the control group scored higher than the experimental group. 
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Table 4.17 

Quiz 5 (Looking for details) 

T -test for independent saınples 

n l\1ean m ean t p 
di:fference 

control group 20 ı7.27 

1.62 -0.48 ı 0.627 

experiınental 20 ı5.65 

group 
at 0.05 level of signifıcance 

In sununaıy, t-test for independent saınples did not show any signifıcant differences 

between the two groups except for the fourth quiz (See Appendix Fı for the suımnaıy of the 

results for the experiınental group and see Appendix F2 for the sununaıy of the results for the 

control group). 

4. 7 Officially Ad ministered First and Second :Midterms 

The results of the officially adınİnistered ınidtenns at the Intensive English Program were 

more outstanding in giving clues about the di:fferences in degree of reading profıciency 

improveınent between the groups. The average of the first ınidtenn was 75.7 for the control group 

and 70.9 for the experiınental group the control group scoring lıigher than the experiınental group 

(mean difference = 4.8). This di:fference however was not signifıcant suggesting that these two 

groups w ere siınilar in tenns of reading profıciency ( see Tab le 4 ı 8) at the time of the ı sı midtenn 

- 1. 5 ınonths after the treatment began. 
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Table 4.18 

Officially Administered First :Midterms 

T -test for independent samples 

n j Iviean m ean t p 
di:fference 

control group 20 175.7 
4.8 -0.812 0.421 

experimental group 20 70.9 
at 0.05 level of signifıcance 

In the second midterm, -3.5 months a:ft:er the treatment began, the mean score for the 

control group was 56.2 and for the experimental group 69.3 with a mean di:fference of 13.1. T -test 

for independent samples showed that this time these t\vo groups were signifıcantly different in 

tenns of reading profideney as seenin Table 4. 19. 

Table 4.19 

Officially Administered Second 1v1idtenns 

T -test for independent samples 

In 1 mean / mean In 
ı ı 

1 difference 
ı ı ı 
ı i 

control grouiJ 20 56.2 
13.1 3.53 0.01 

-· 

ı experimentalgroup 20 69.3 
at 0.05 level of signifıcance 

\Vhen the m ean v~lues of fırst and second midterms are compared, a decrease in the mean 

values are seen, suggesting that students did worse in the second midtenn .. As seenin Table 4.20, 

there was a 19. 5 decrease for the control group and this di:fference is statistically signifıcant. 

Although there was a decrease for the experimental group as well, this difference was not 
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significant. As seen in Table 4.21, as a matter of fact, the mean difference was only 1.6 points:· 

Thus for the experimental group, the subjects' perfonnance on the midtenns remained same. 

hı addition to the analysis of reading midterms adınİnistered to both groups, their other 

midtenns; such as grammar, listening, writing and speaking ınidtenns were alsa analyzed. The 

purpose was to check whether the control group and the experimental group experienced the same 

aınount of decrease in these courses as well. After the analysis, it was observed that this situation 

was true for both experimental and control group. As ınentioned before, with reading, the aınount 

of this decrease was quite di:fferent across the groups. This fınding ınay suggest that reading 

instruction applied to the experimental group was e:ffective in reducing the aınount of decrease for 

this group. 

control group 

First ınidterm 

ı 
Second midterm 

Table 4.20 

Offi.cially Administered First and Second ı.Aidterms 

T -test for dependent saınples (Control Group) 

n m ean ! mean di:fference :T 
ı ı 1 

20 75.7 ı 
1 

-19.5 J -8.42 
20 56.2 1 

at 0.05 level of significance 

Experimental group 

First ınidtenn 

. Second midterm 

Table 4.21 

Offi.cially Adıninistered First and Second ı.Aidtenns 

T -test for dependent saınples 

n m ean ınean di:fference t 

20 70.9 
-1.6 0.37 

20 69.3 
at 0.05 level of significance 

IP 
ı 

j 
ı 0.001 

ı 

p 

0.714 

j 
J 
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4.8 Opinion Questionnaire 

An opinion questionnaire was gjven to detennine the subjects' opinions about the treatment 

sessions and if they really benefited from the instruction types and if modeling had a psychological 

effect on the experiınental group. Since the control group was not exposed to modeling this 

statement was excluded for this group. In the five choice questionnaire, the first t\vo choices 

indicate a negative opinion about the instruction type ("definitely no" and "no"), third choice ( "I do 

not know") indicates that students did not have a clear idea if the instruction was beneficial or not 

and fourth and fıfth choices (yes, definitely yes) indicate a positive opinion about the instruction 

type. According to this classification the results for each stateınent were analyzed in the following 

way: 

For statement A, which was ab out the instruction given to teach guessing diffıcult words in 

a passage, in the experimental group 16 subjects or 80% circled "yes" and 4 subjects or 20% 

circled "defınitely yes", wlıich implied all the subjects had a positive opinion about the treatment. 

However in the control group, only 8 subjects or 40% had a positive idea (7 for "yes and ı for 

"defınitely yes") about this "guessing vocabulaıy from contexi" instruction. The remaining 8 

subjects (40%) circled "I do not know" and 4 subjects (20%) circled "no" 

For statement B, wlıich was about making predictions before you read, in the experiınental 

group 19 subjects (95%) had a positive opinion about the instruction (13 for "yes" and 6 for 

"defınitely yes") and only one subject (5%) circled "I do not know". In the control group, ll 

subjects (55%) expressed positive opinion (9 for "yes" and t\vo for "defınitely yes") 6 subjects 

(30%) expressed no opinion and 4 subjects had negative opinion about prediction instıuction. 

For statement C, which \Vas about selective reading, in the experiınental group 16 subjects 

(80%) circled positive choices (13 for "yes" and 3 for "defınitely yes"), 3 subjects (ı5%) circled "I 

do ~ot know" and ı subject (5%) cir~led "no". In the control group, only 9 subjects (45~1o) circled 

"yes" no subject ciı·cled "defınitely yes", 6 subjects (30%) circled "I do not know" and 5 subjects 

(25%) had negative opinion ( 4 for "no" and 1 for "defınitely no"). 
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For statement D, which was about selective reading, in the experiınental group ı6 subjects 

(80%) circled "yes", 3 subjects (ı5%) circled "I do not know" and ı subject (5%) circled "no". In 

the control group, only 8 subjects (40%) had positiv·e opinion about the instruction (6 for "yes" and 

2 for "defınitely yes"), 7 subjects (35%) circled "I do not know" and 5 subjects (25~,tı) circled "no". 

For statement E, which was about referring expressions, in the experiınental group ı2 

subjects (60%) circled positive choices (ll for "yes" and ı for "definitely yes"), 7 subjects (35%) 

circled "I do not know" and ı subject (5%) circled "no". In the control group, 7 subjects (35%) had 

positive opinion (6 for "yes" and ı for "defınitely yes"), 9 subjects ( 45%) circled "I do not know" 

and 4 subjects (20%) expressed negativity (3 for "no" and 1 for "defınitely no") 

For statement F, which was about skinuning and scanning, in the experimental group 16 

subjects (80%) circled positive choices (ı2 for "yes" and 4 for "defınitely yes"), 3 subjects (ı5%) 

circled "I do not know" and ı subject (5%) circled "definitely no". In the control group, ı o subjects 

(50%) had positive opinion (8 for "yes" and 2 for "defınitely yes"), 5 subjects (25g,'ô) circled "I do 

not know" and 5 subjects (25%) had negative opinion (4 for "no" and ı for "defınitely no") 

.. 

For statement G, whiclı was about using monolingual (English- English) dictionaıy, in the 

experimental group ı5 subjects (75%) circled positive clıoices (ıO for "yes" and 5 for "defınitely 

yes"), 5 subjects (25%) circled "I do not know". In the control group, 13 subjects (65%) had 

positive opinion (8 for "yes" and 5 for "defınitely yes"), 3 subjects (ı5%) circled "I do not know" 

and 4 subjects (20%) circled "no". 

For statement H, which was about the general e:ffect of the instruction, in the experiınental 

group ı8 subjects (90%) had a positi\.re opinion (ı2 for "yes" and 6 for "defınitely yes"), ı subject 

(5%) circled "I do not know" and ı subject (5%) circled "no". 

Statement I was about the e:ffect of modeling. Therefore this statement was only for the 

experiınental group. ı9 subjects (95%) had a positive opinion about modeling cıo for ''yes" and 9 

for "definitely yes"), only ı subject (5%) ciı·cled "defınitely no". 

If w e Iook at the average percentages of each choice for all stateınents, for the experiınental 

group, the average percentage for the fırst choice "defmitely no" was 1.11 ~·'Ô, for the second choice 
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.. 
"no" 2.22%, for the third choice "I do not know" 12.78%, for the fourth clıoice "yes" 62.78% and 

for the fıfth choice "defi.nitely yes" 21. ll%. In other words, the subjects having a negative opinion 

about the instruction, here modeling, consists of 3.33% of the whole experimental group 

population. The subjects having no opinion w as 12.78% of this population and the subjects having 

positive opinion 83.89~·'0. 

For the control group, the average percentage for the fırst choice "defınitely no" was 

1.88%, for the second choice "no" 20.63%, for the third clıoice "I do not know" %30, for the 

fourth choice "yes" %37,50 and for the fıftlı clıoice "defınitely yes" 10%. In other words, the 

subjects having a negative opinion about the instıuction, here traditional reading skill instıuction, 

consists of ~·ô22. 51 of the who le experimental group popula tion. The subjects having no opinion 

was 30% of this population and the subjects having positive opinion 47.50%. (See table 4.22 for 

the summaıy of the results for both experiınental group and control group) 

In the nexi chapter the discussion of the results and conclusions and same suggestions for 

further studies will be ınentioned. 
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~ , Table 4.2'1 '()V 1\\Q f\ 
~Ilde Questionnaire 

(The number of the subjects for each item in the attitude questionairre 

and the percentages in the group population) 

Control Group and Experimental Group 
Choices 

Opinions about · definitely no no Idon'tknow yes defınitely yes 
the instruction for control experimental control experimental control experimental control experimental control experimental 
a(guessing words) 0_(0%) 0(0%) 4 (20%) 0(0%) 8 (40%) 0(0%) 7 (35%) 16 (80%) 1 (5%) 4 (20%j·, 
b(predictions) 0(0%) 0(0%) 4 (20%) 0(0%) 5 (25%) ı (5%) 9 (45%) ı3 (65%) 2 (10%) 6 (30%) 
c(reading styles) ı (5%) 0(0%) 4 (20%) ı (5%) 6 (30~:Cı) 3 (15%) 9 (45%) 13 (65%) 0(0%) 3 (15%) 
d(reading styles) 0(0%) 0(0%) 5 (25%) 1 (5%) 7 (35%) 3 (15%) 6 (30%) 16 (80%) 2 (10%) 0(0%) 
e(referrences) 1 (5%) 0(0%) 3 (15%) 1 (5%) 9 (45%) 7 (35%) 6 (30%) ll (55%) 1 (5%) 1 (5%) 
f( scanning) ı (5%) 1 (5%) 4 (20%) 0(0%) 5 (25%) 3 (15%) 8 (40%) 12 (60%) 2 (10%) 4 (20%)~ 
g(dictionary use) 0(0%) 0(0%) 4 (20%) 0(0%) 3 (15%) 5 (25%) 8 (40%) 10 (50%) 5 (25%) 5 (25%) 
h(general idea)) 0(0%) 0(0%) 5 (25%) 1 (5%) 5 (25%) ı (5%) 7 (35%) 12 (60% 3 (15%) 6 (30%) 
i(modeling) - ı (5%) 0(0%) 0(0%) 10 (50%) <jZ (Lı S'"/o) 

Average 1.88°/o 1.11°/o 20.63°/o 2.22°/o 30°/o 12.78°/o 37.5°/o 62.78°/o 10°/o 21.11 °/o 
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The aim of this study was to detennine whether there were differences in terms of reading 

pro:ficiency irnprovement between the control group which was exposed to traditional reading 

instruction and the experiınental group which received explicit comprehension instruction in which 

the researcher recasted skills as strategies through modeling based on Pearson and Dole's explicit 

instruction model. 

The results showed a signi:ficant difference between the groups in terms of reading 

proficiency irnprovement except. for the results of the quizzes. Although the groups were equal in 

temıs of reading proficiency before the treatment, the post-tests, strategy inventory and the 

questionnaire irnplied that the experiınental group benefited from the instruction more than the 

control group. The improvement observed in the experiınental group had three dimensions. 

The first dimension was the nurnerical dimension. When pre and post administrations of 

the instruments used in this study, the experimental group subjects got higher points compared to 
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the control group and the degree of improvement in reading comprehension was higher. As a result 

it can be said that the treatment applied to the experimental group was more effective than the one 

applied to the control group in terms of reading proficiency improvement. 

Quizzes administered during the treatment sessions did not show any significant differences 

between the groups except the fourth quiz, which was about scanning. 

The second dimension was the strategy dimension. The strategy inventory administercd 

before the treatment session to identify if the subjects apply the study-specific strategies was also 

administered at the en d of the treatment. The purpose of this second administration was to check if 

there was an increase in applying these specific strategies after the ·treatment. The results showed 

that the increase in the experimental group (0.59 out of 5.00) was higher than the control group 

(0.18 out of 5.00). This result implies that the instruction applied to the experimental group also 

creates more improvement in strategy use. 

Coming to the other purpose of this questionnaire, which was to detemıine the general 

reading strategies of elementary Turkish EFL students in Turkey within the limited scope of the 

subjects in this study, it can be said that the mostly applied strategy class is social strategies (3.65 

out of 5.00) (generally used). The next class was metacognitive strategies (3.37 out of 5.00) 

( sametimes used). The overall average for cognitive strategy class was 3.03 out of 5.00 ( sametimes 

used). Other c]asses were compensation strategies (2.96 sametimes used), memory strategies (2.68 

sametimes used) and affective strategies (2.64 sametimes used). 

The third dimension, may be tlıe most important one, was the psychological dimension. In 

order to assess this psychological dimension, in this study an opinion questionnaire was given to 

both groups. According to the results of this questionnaire, it can be said that the experimental 

group was more satisfied and have gained more self canfidence than the subjects in the control 

group. 

In summary the success achieved by the experimental group ın this study can be 

summarized as follows: 
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a) Recasting skills as strategies through teacher modeling in real contexts are more~ effective 

in teaming skills as opposed to teaming tlıem in isolated context as in tlıe traditional reading skill 
• • ,,1 • --. 

instruction. In fact, in reallife, readers do not encounter multiple choices while reading a material. 

b) That , the teaeber is a model to show the mental reasoning process in reading 

comprehension increases self-con:fidence of the students and therefore facilitates leaming, since 

students feel comfortable and sure about tlıe instruction. 

c) Discussing possible answers in detail and the evidences for the answers as opposed to 

giving tlıe correct answer and then passing on to other questions, can prepare students for other 

difficulties they may face in other reading materials. Here, students learn how to learn by discussing 

every situation. In the traditional skill instruction, on the other hand, the students are required to 

give only the correct answer, not the whys of the answers . 

• 1 1 • 1 • t . . . 1 ' • • 1 • ı 1 ~ 1 1 • , • • • • ·. ': ) ' .. '. r' - ... 'l ,,. ' 1; r. . r ' Jt 1": • . •r. ( 

5.2. Discussion • J ,; ~ , \ ~ : r 1 . • ; 

Since the aim of this study was to detennine the eff.ec~.of ,W.stıyctjon ~qn iroproving EFL 

students' reading proficiency, a number of instrurnents were used to achieve this pwpose. The first 

instrwnents used was the rescareher prepared reading exam. In this exam, the experimental group 

showed a 23.55 point increase as opposed to the 14.9 points increase for the control group. The 

experimental group achieved more improvement in tenns of reading comprehension. T -test applied 

to the differences in the scores they got in the pre and post administration of this test showed 

significant difference between the groups. This may mean that recasting skills as strategies through 

teacher modeling is an effective way to improve students' reading comprehenc;ion. This result is 

supported by a considerable number of studies (Barnett 1988, DuflY et.al 1986; Day 1980 and 

Kern 1989). Palinesar and Brown (1983) (cited in Pearson and Gallagher 1983) reported that the 

students can indeed, through explicit instruction, be taught to acquire and independently apply 

reading strategies which enhances reading comprehension. Baker and Brown (1984) (cited in 

Carrell 1983) point out that "knowing that" is different from "knowing how". Readers who 
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enhance their awareness of the nature of reading and of their reading strategies are better readcrs 

than those who do not. 

The results of the vocabulaıy and reading comprehension part of Practice TOEFL also 

showed a significant difference between groups. In this test, the mean difference observed between 

pre and post treatment administration was 3.8 for the control group and 7.55 for the experimental 

group. Both groups improved but the level of improvement was different. T test applied to pre and 

post administration of this test also showed these differences from a statistical point of view. In 

other studies, researchers found similar results about standard tests ( Brown and Palinesar 1985 and 

Mason 1984) (cited in Pe·arson and Dole 1987). However, this· finding is not consistent with the 

results of the studies done by Paris et.al (1984) and Duffy et.al (1986). They found that students 

improved on some dependent measures after explicit c6mprehension instruction, but not on 

standardized tests. Their argwnent is that these standardized tests are based on a differcnt 

theoretical and instructional paradigm. 

The other instrument, quizzes which were adrninistered during the treatment session, did 

not show any significant differences between groups except for the fourth quiz, which was about 

scanning. Öne reason may be that in the quizzes, the number of questions was much sınaller than 

the other tests and the point range was narrow (out of 20). ·An other reason may ·be that quizzes 

focused on only one skill and subjects did not have to combine the skills for more difficult tasks. 

That may be why, in the long term, the experimcntal group was more successful in other tesıs, 

which required the total use of these skills since they learnt how to combine and apply these skills 

to reading sitnations O'Malley 1984 reported that there were no differences between groups in 

daily quizzes. 

Other instrumeri~ two . midtcrİı:is ~ffici~iıy adrcirustered during the. treatment scssion, also 

showed that both groups are different in terms of reading comprehen.Sio~ expeİirn(mtai group 

being more successfuı. hı 'the fust nudt~, ·t-test for indej)~·İid~nt samples show~d ~o difference 

between groups, however in the second midterm, t-tııst for independent samples showed that 

groups were significantly different in terms of reading proficiency. In the second midtemı questions 
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and the level of the passage was higher than of the first midterm, experimental group's 

perfonnance did not. c~~~e .. but tft~, c?n~ol group's peı:fqnn~c~. decre~ed signifıcantly. In the 

literature, studies did not include such an o:fficial exam in the analysis, thus there are no comparablc 

results. 

The puıpose of the strategy inventory was to determine whether subjects applied study 

specific strategies before the treatment and, through a second administration after the treatment, to 

determine whetlıer the frequency of these study specific strategies increased. The results showcd 

that the increase in the experimental group subjects (0.59 out of 5.00) were higher than in the 

control group subjects (0.18 out of 5.00). This result irnplies that the instruction applied to the 

experimental group also results in more strategy use. The reason may be "awareness"- teacher's 

modeling a given strategy quite explicitly may have resulted in students' intemalizing this strategy as 

if it were their own strategy. Thus, students who receive explicit instruction on given strategies will 

use these strategies more frequently. This result is also supported by Clark (1979) (cited in Kem 

1989) and by Presstey and Johnson et.al 1989) (cited in Dole et.al 1991). They argue that when 

instruction emphasize strategy use explicitly, students may adapt these strategies consciously to any 

text or reading. Clark ( 1980) also suggests that explicit instruction and practice in using strategies 

increase the use of strategies. 

With this inventory, it was intended to determine the general reading strategies of 

elementary Turkish EFL students in Turkey within the limited scope of thesubjectsin this study. It 

is found that the mostly applied strategy class is social strategies (3. 70 out of 5.00) (generally used). 

The next class was metacognitive strategies (3.41 out of 5.00) (sometimes used). The overall 

average for cognitive strategy class was 3.03 out of 5.00 (sometimes used). Other classes were 

compensation strategies (2.96 sametimes used), memory strategies (2.68 sametimes used) and 

affective strategies (2.64 sametimes used). Since these findings have very limited scope, they may 

not have a significant contribution to the field. However, because there are not adequate studies on 

this aspect of reading, the inclusion of this purpose may initiate new and serious studies in the field. 
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·ı·hat is, if dctailed research is done on this issue, serious, comprchcnsive and useful data can be 

adli cv ed. 

The final results to be discussed here belong to the opinion qucstionnaire administered to 

the subjccts of both groups. 11te basic principlc of the instruction applied to the experimcntal group 

is to cxplain the mental reasoning of reading comprchension. This is accomplished through teachcr 

modcling. The teaeber cxplicitly explains how he/she carries out the reading process through 

rccasting skill as strategies through modeling. Since the teaeber is explicitly modeling, it is expected 

that the studcnts can understand and internalize the process more easily and that they apply thcsc 

skills more effectively to other reading situations in the long term. In addition, it is expected that the 

students feel more comfortable since they receive the knowledge from an experienced and 

knowledgeable person. Another important priiıciple of this' ~struction. is that it must be flexible, 

which means all the altematives for tlte answers are discussed, not just ~g the' corre~t answer as 

in the traditionaı reading skill instnicüon .. Tlüs inakes it possible to emphasize the mental reasoning 

more. This discussion part is carried out in the guiding step. 11Us step is very crucial in this model 

since "gradual release of responsibility" will occur here. The students will also start to explain their 

rcasoning process about tlte reading. This explanation is very important for self-con.fidence and 

rnotivation. As Brown and Campionc (1986) (cited in Stevcns, Slavin and Farnish 1991) statc: 

"Understanding is more likely to occur when a student is required to cxplain, elaborate and defcnd 

his/her ideas to others. Also Peterson and Janiki (1979) and Webb (1982) reported that student<; 

who give and reccive claborate explanations leam better. In this way instruction is more cffectivc. . 

These procedures result in keeping this mental reasoning in the students' mind for a long time and 

in a more e:ffective learning. When they encounter a difficulty, they can apply this reasoning. In 

other words, they leam how to leam and they are aware that they have lcamt something. 

In order to determine whether these above mentioned principles were true of Turkish 

students, in this study an attitude questionnaire was given. The results of this questionnaire showed 

that most of the subjects in the experimental group (%83.89) had a positive opinion about the 

instruction which suggests that they really benefited from the instruction. Moreover they wrote 
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positive comments about the instruction in the optional item (the last item) in this questionnaire 

such as "I teamed how to thinkwhile reading" "I teamed the ,necessary details" "I Çilll make u.•;;e of 

this information in the long term" "I trusted you and thank you for trusting us" " now I can make 

use of clues while reading" " these reading classes were very interesting and different" "I likcd 

reading after these lessons" ete., which was a valuable data for the study. 

On the other hami, the results of the control group implied that they were not satisfied with 

the traditional reading skill instruction. The subjects who thought that they really benefıtcd from the 

instıuction only consisted 47.5% of the whote population. 30% of thesubjectsin this group were 

not sure if this was an effective instruction or not. S ince having no opinion also implies a negative 

allitudc, it can be said that majority of the subjccts in the control group did not bcncfit from this 

instruction. Also most of the students in this group did not write any positive comments about the 

instruction in the last item of the questionnairc. 

In short we can say that the subjects in the experimental group were more satisfıed and also 

felt more confıdent tlıan the subjccts in the control group. In the literature, most studies did not 

include such a questionnaire to determine how the subjects feel and what they think about the 

instruction type. But, it is necessary to have these opinions since we can fınd out what students 

think about the efficiency of instructions and their long tcrm cffects. Unlike in this study, this typc 

of data in two other studies was collected mostly through think alouds (Block 1986) or through 

rccordings (Duffy et. al 1987). The results of thesc studies support the fındings of this study. 

5.3 Difficulties Observed During the Treatment and Some Suggestions to the Future 

Researchers 

Although this modeling is an effective instruction type, there were also some difficulties that 

wcre encountered during the treatment session. 

First of. all, this instruction required a longer preparation time and a more careful 

preparation compared to other instruction types because in order to emphasize a certain skill, the 

passages and the materials had to be appropriatc cspecially in the modeling stage. For cxamplc for 



"gucssing dinicult words" instrucrion~ the rescareher had to find a passage in which thcrc wcn.: 

words studcnts were not expected to know and the contcxt gave enough clucs to gucss th~ 

unknown word because here the purpose was make students aware of the applicability of the skill 
..• ı 

to the passage. Again for "using monolingual dictionaıy" instruction the passage had to serve just 

the oppositc purpose. In the "gradual relcasc of rcsponsibility" session the passage selcction wcrc 

more flexible since there were discussions about the possible answers. In the modeling stage, th~ 

passage had to be more clear and easier to apply modeling since students did not participate in the 

ksson at this stagc. 

If a teaeber wants to apply this method in his/her classroom, first of all he/she has to be 

aware of his/her mental process in reading comprehension. and has to analyze it wel1 so that he/sh c 

can transfer this logic to students effcctively. The tcacher must be ready for every situation that is 

possible to encounter. During the guiding step teaeber must be very flexible and patient since therc 

may come very illogical answers from the studcnts. This analysis and preparation requires time and 

cnergy, and teachers must be ready for these demands. 

At the beginning of instruction, the. purpose of this instruction should be stated clearly and 

cxplicitly to the students, since it can be a new and unusuat instruction type for them. In other 

words, students should be prepared for the instruction psychologically. Otherwise, teacher 

modeling can be considered as the show off of the teaeber and the students may feci inferior to th~.: 

tcacher. Students should believe that they will benefit from this instruction. Moreover, since therc 

is no studcnt participation in the modeling stage, the passagcs should be intcresting and th~o.: 

instruction should be carried out actively. In this type of instruction, the most important part is the 

'' gradual release of responsibility". In this stage, students should be encouraged to give answers and 

express comments about the answers and the evidences. This can also increase sclf-confidence if it 

is applied cffectively. 

5.4 Conclusions 

In this study, the following rcscarch questions wcre answered in the following ways: 
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ı- Wlıich reading strategies do the elementary Turkish EFL students use wlıilc reading an 

English passage? (Tiıis question is limited to the subjects in tlıis study and it was 

included in research questions thinking that this limited number of subjects can give an 

idea about the wholc) 

The reading stratcgies used by elemcntary Turkish EFL students in Turkey followcd this 

order from the mostly used to the least used: social strategies, metacognitive strategies, cognitivt.: 

strategies, compensation strategies, memory strategies, and affective strategies. These findings must 

be supportcd by somc future research on this aspcct. 

2- Is there a di.fference between Pearson and Dole's (1987) Explicit Comprehension 

Instruction model and Traditional reading skill instruction in terms of impro'\ling 

studeiıts' reading comprehension? If there is, then which type of instruction hclps 

improve students' reading comprehension? 

Both groups improved to some extent. However the improvement in the experimental 

group considerably higher compared to that of the control group in terms of reading 

comprehension. In other words, preseribed skills should be presented as strategies, not as 

auıomatiz~d proc~durcs (Palincsar and llrown 1984, Parisand Jacobs I 984 ). ·nıis conclusion w as 

also observed by Brown and Palinesar (1985). Intheir study, they concluded, "what is necessary in 

ıoday's reading instruction is teacher modeling of specifıc strategies for teaming how to 

comprehend, teaeber guidance that helps students team these strategies over a period of time and 

studcnt practice in transferring the strategies to new leaming situations". In short, reading is not th~.: 

unconscious use of set of skills. Instead good readers are strategic (Anderson and Pearson 1984. 

Mason 1984 , and Paris, Lipson and Winson 1983) (cited in DuffY and Roehler 1987) and 

knowledge about the process, not just the product of reading is needcd, if wc want to move from 

head stretching to designing programs which truly meet the need of our students (Block 1986) 

3- Does Pearson and Dole's (1987) Explicit Comprehension Instruction model improve the 

use of study- specifıc strategies? 
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The increase in using study-specific strategies were higher in the experiınental group than m 
the control group. 

4- Wlıat are the opinions of the subjects towards the instruction type applied to them? Will 

they be satisfied with the instruction type or not? 

The experiınental group subjects had quite positive attitude towards Explicit 

Comprehension Instruction Jvfodel (Pearson and Dole 1987). They declared that they were satisfied 

with the instruction and that they really benefited from it and that this instruction increased their 

self-confidence. However control group subjects stated that they did not find traditional reading 

skill instruction beneficial and they did not state positive comments. 

5.5 Suggestions for Further Studies 

In this study, elementary level EFL students were used. Further studies can be conducted 

with inteımediate, upper intermediate and advanced level students to see if there \Vill be di:fferences 

in the results in tenns of the effects of modeling. 

In fuıther studies other reading skills which were not included in this study can be elealt 

with. 

This study can be applied to other language skills, for example to listening and \Vritiııg. 

Finally, iıı this study, it was found that the quizzes did not show significant differences 

across the subjects in teıms of iınprovement. This may be because the quizzes testeel only one skill 

and short-tenn memory at one tiıne. When the skills were testeel altogether in a passage later on, 

the resultc;; showeel significant di:fferences among the groups. There may be further research on long 

tenn effects of this type of instruction applied to experiınental group, for exaınple two or three 

years' research. 



APPENDIX A 

READING STRA TEGY INVENTORY 

Bu anket. ingilizce öğrenen öğrencilerin okuma becerisinde yararlandıkları yolları 

belirlemek ıçın düzenlenmiştir ve okuma becerisi ile ilgili 30 cümleden oluşmaktadır. Bu 

ankette doğru veya yanlış cevap yoktur. Cevaplar. nasıl olunması gerektiği veya 

baş~alannın yaptıklan düşünülerek değil. cümlelertn kişiyt ne kadar ıyı tanımladığı göz 

önüne alınarak verilmelidir. Lütfen her cümleyi okuyunuz ve cümlenin size ne kadar 

uygun olduğunu gösteren rakamı ( 1. 2. 3. 4 veya 5) size verilecek cevap kağıdı üzerine 

yazın ız. 

1 . Hiç yapmam 2. Genellikle yapmam 

4. Genellikle yaparım 

3. Az çok yaparım 

5. Her zaman yaparım 

Cevapları mümkün olduğunca çabuk veriniz ve lütfen bu sayfalar üzerıne herhangi bir 

i:şarctlcnıe yapınayınız. Sorularınız varsa lütfen öğretmeninıze sorunuz. 

1) Herhangi bir ingilizce parçayı okumadan önce hafif müzik dinleme. derin nefes 

alına v.b. yöntemlerle kendimi rahatlatmaya çalışınm. 

2) ingilizce bır parçayı okumaya başlamadan önce ilk okurİıadi:l"anlamayabilecegıin 

kısımlar olabileceği ihtimalini düşünerek tekrar okumaya hazırlıklı olurum. 

\~ ingilizce bir parçayı okumadan önce dilsel ve görsel Ipuçlarını kullanıp parçanın 

içeriğini tahmin etmeye çalışının (Başlık, grafik. tablo v.b.} 

(4) ingilizce birşey okurken ilk önce anafikri anlamak için okuma metntni çabucak bir 

gözden geçtrirtm. daha sonra başa dönüp daha dikkatli bir şekilde okurum. 

'5) Okuduğum şeylerde ayrıntılı bllgileri bulmaya çalışırım. 

: 15) Parçayı okurken, konu hakkında önceden bildiğim şeylerle yeni öğrendiklertın 

arasındaki bağlantıları düşünürüm. 

7) Okuduğum parçada önemli yerleri ve kelimeleri işaretlertın (Altını çtzerım. fosforlu 

kalem kullanınm. yuvarlak Içine alının v.b.). 

8) Parçayı okurken küçük notlar alırım. 

·•. 9,} Parçadaki cümleler ve paragraflar arasındaki bağlantılara dikkat ederek parçanın 

organiZasyonunu anlamaya çalışının (örnekleme. sebep-sonuç ilişkisi, kronolojik 

sıra. karşılaştırma v.b.). 

10) ingilizce'de okurken okuduğum metni kelime kelime Türkçe'ye çevirmeden 

anlamaya çalışınm. 



ll) ingllizce"de okurken yenı karşılaştıgım kelimelerin kendi dilimdeki benzerlerını 

bulmaya çalışının (dcmocracy-deınokrast. tnflatıon-enflasyon v.b.). 

Okurken anlamını bilmediğim bir kelime ile karşılaşırsam; bu kelimenın anlamını; 

@ İçinde bulundugu cümle veya etrafındaki cümle ve kelimelerden yararlanarak 

bulmaya çahşınm. 

@ Bu kelimeyi blldıgım kök ve ekiere ayırarak bulmaya çalışınm. 

~ Bir sözlük yardımı ile bulmaya çalışırım. 

15) Arkadaşlarıma sorarım. 

16) Öğretmene ya da etrafımda Iyi ingilizce bilen birine sorarım. 

@ Bilememe riskini göze alarak da olsa tahmin etmeye çalışmak için kendimi 

cesaretlendiririm. 

ögrendıgım yenı kelimeyi sonradan hatıriayabilmek Için 

18) Ona bir şekilde benzerlik gösteren başka kelimelerin oluşturdugu bir gruba 

yerleştıririm (örneğin "snake·· "'yılan·· kelimesını "animals" "hayvanlar" grubuna 

olduğu gibi). 

19) 1\.cllmeyl cümle içinde kullanırım. 

20) Kelimeyi kartlara yazıp en kolay ulaşabtlecegım yerlerde tutarak arasıra bakarun 

(Evde duvara asmak. yanında taşımak v.b.). 

21) Kelimelerı alfabetik sıraya göre listeleyip kendi sözlüğümü oluştururum. 

22) Kelimeyi zihnlmde görüntüsünü canlandırarak veya resmını çizerek aklında 

tutmaya çalışınm. 

@ Okuduğum parçadan çeşitli çıkarımlar yaparak konu ve Içerik hakkında yorumlar 

yapmaya çalışırım. 

24) ingilizce'de okuduğum bilgının özetını çıkarırım. 

25) ingilizce bir metin okumak Için fırsatlar yaratmaya çalışırım. 

26) Zevk için ingilizce dergi. kitap ve gazete okurum. 

2 7) Okumadaki amacımı baştan açıkca belirlerim. 

28) O kumada nasıl daha başarılı olunabileceğlni bulmaya ve öğrenmeye çalışır. 

gerekirse kendimi sorgularım. 

29) Okuruada gelişip gelişmedıgımı ve aktıvıtelerde. alıştırmalarda başarılı olup 

olmadıgımı kendi kendime degerlendlrmeye çalışınm. 

30) BaŞarılı oldugumda kendimi ödüllendlrirlm. 

Katıldığınız için teşekkür ederim. 

.' .1. 



CEVAP KAGIDI 

İsim: Grup: 

ı. 16. 
-·-- ---·---

2. 17. -----
3. 18. ----·--
4. 19. 

-··--- --~----

5. 20. 
-···-- ----· 

6. 21. ------
7. 22. -----
8. 23. 

--···-- -·--·--

9. 24. ---·-- ----
1 O. 25. -·-·----- -·-··------
ı ı 2f>. 

-··--·---·-
I 2. 27. 

---·-·--···---·-· 

I :3. 28. 
--·-····----·· 

ı 4. 29. -----
I 5. :~o. 
-· ---·- ------·-



A.PPENDIX B 

THE RESEARCHER-PREPARED READING Ji:XAM 

Human And Environıncnt 

We humans have been able to live on this planet for millions f 
of years because there has been an environment that we could 
live in, composed of air with oxygen that we could breathe, a 
temperature that did not kill us (neither too hot nor too cold), 
shelter from the weather, food that we could eat, water that 5 
we could drink, bacteria that broke down the food in our stom
achs and so on. 

The environment on Earth has changed. from time to·: time; 
for example, during the Ice Age, the Earth became much 
colder. It is possible that such changes !ed to the disappearance lO 
of same of the animals that we humans shared our world ~th. 

Originally, humans were not powerful or elever enough ·to 
affect their environment much. But they learnt various skills; 
to use fire, so they were able to bum dowtt ar~as of dry grass 
and trees, and to cultivate the soil, so they were able to tum 1 5' 
wild bush or even woodland in to fields. latec they ıleamt how 
to bring water to their land by controlling rivers or digging 
ditches, and this made it possible for them to change deserts 
into green larid. 

But the more science advanced, the worse the effect of .2,.<0 
humans on the surface of the .Earth grew. They made metal 
axes to cut down large areas of forest for building ~~rships, · 
or for getting wood to cook with, and as a result, they turned 
green land into deserts, since trees attract rain, anq the fewer 
trees there are, the less rain falls. 2.5 

This destruction of nature has increased enonnously during 
the past hundred years. lmmense areas of enonnous rain 
forests are being cut down every year, so that a time may come 
when the Ioss of these will change the climate of our world - · 
permanently and disastrously. 30 

Anather great danger is from the pollution from our chemi-
cals and fuels, !ike coaL with which we fill the atmosphere. 
The langer we go on using aerosols and producing smoke, the 
more damage they will do to the layerthat protects our world r: 
from the sun' s radiation, un til it no langer provides an '1"J 
environment in which we, and most of the animals and plants 
we share it with, can live. 

Radiation from our use of atomic energy could alsa do 
disastrous damage to our precious environment. 

Why, then, do we continue to do these things that may soon f.t.!V 
lead to our being destroyed? ls it ~use we are mad? No, it 
is because humans are greedy. They are not willing to sacrifice 
anything now for the sake of the future. The richer they get 
and the. easier their lives become, the more willing they seem 
to be to risk destroying their fuhıre environment for the sake f..tS 
of becoming even richer and more comfortable now. 



Name: ,Reading Exam 
Class: 

Part 1- Comprchension Qucstions: Answcr the following questions according to the passage. 
(total 30 pts) 

1. Write five (5) things that help us to live in the envirorunent. (5 pts) 

2. What was the result of Earth's becoming colder?(3 pts) 

3. What were the skills that positively changed enviroruncnt? (3 pts) 

4. When did humans begin to change envirorunent negatively'? (3 pts) 

5. What -will happcn if wc continue to cut down rain forcsts? (3 pts) 

6. Ho w do chemicals and fuels give hann to environment'?(2 pts) 

7. Ho w does atomic energy give hann to environment'? (2 pts) 

8. According to the writer why do people continue to destroy envirorunent'? (4 pts) 

f',r, 



,""' 

'•' 

9. What does the passage trying to tell us? (5 pts) 

Part II- Vocabulary: Write down the meanings of the words below into the blanks. (Each 2.5 pt-;) 

ı. planet:------------------------------
2. shelter: -------------------------------3. disappearance:. _________________________ ___ 
4. a:ffect: 

----------~-----------------~------
5. bumdown: -------------------------------
6. desert ------------------------------
7. ax~=-------------------------------
8. enonno~zy: _______________________________ ___ 

9. climate: ------------------------------
ıo precio~: ----------------------------
ıı.~eedy: __________________ ~------------

12. layer: ---------------------------------

Part III- Referring Expressions: Find what the following words refer to in the passage. 
(l!:aclı 2.5 pts) 

ı. we (line 2) -· 

2. their (line 13) 

3. this (line ı8) 

4. thesc (line 29) 

5. they (line 34) _____________ _ 

6. it (line 35) ______ _ 

7. it (line 37) ---------------------------------------

8. they (line 42) _____ _ 



r-' 
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Part 4- Scanning- Ans\ver the following questions according to the ads below. (Total 20 pts) 
1 

ı. 

~vtlOG Fll.MS "Valey oiLJıht .. (YC>Hmite). 
.,..,..,.tico Heans Vonnveta ..... People ol the 
...,._ .. and .. ......,...._ Yellowlıinf' (Aonda 
and the a.ı-ı ın ,._,.ed s.......ıay. Oc· 
'"""' ıs. 1:10 p.m. " the s..... Honöa l"ııııf;c 
I.Jnrr, IHl Siırti\Sc., Sana Moria. 451-5751. 

3. 

I'OET ~08EII.T Meıq I'Uds from lıh worb 
W-y. October 19. 41 p.m. In CaiNu 
lanf'er Hal. 105-lSS.I OSO. 

5. 

SlN~LE PAI\!NTING-A ono-<!ıy worluhop fO< 
ofo<n:ed ıinp parenU e•pemncinc dilroculties 
bU-<"& the delöaıe and cı;rrocutt act ol beinc 
'"ı'< and beinc a paront. Sat~y. Octot-29, 
t:)C Lm. to-4 p.m. ıtAIQ..WE.ST. ~Dr. Wilmı 
A~ull-4-0lttıorecnıer.l '' 

7. 

9. 

~ AlAN H. ""-n-n chcussea ··~ 
y.,..ow, .. friday,October 14, 7p.m. ati4S N. 
Hı"Qnd ...... 171-1111. 

.. STAJ\TING ANO Manacınc Your Own 
__ .. il ollered friday. Octot- 14, 1-6 p.m. 
at VSC. 741·10,.. 

IL 

SACı-ı TO BLUES trio. FrH col"'(ert Wednt-sd:3ıy. 
C:-~~ 19. l p.m. lt fıirlu Ubnry, t"61 S 
Gır~ nur Third. 

13. 

i · '::,t>" .. ~G W'!TH Stre-ss: Basic P.tlıntion 
' ""'<r:."'.-As · ıs ckc~ Wc-&·ıt:·sdn. CKtobe-r " 

2. 

W ANTtO: f!IJENOL Y people to joln me on al 
day ~ excunloN, weokdayı and weel<ends. 
No oxpet1once ~- wCtcadl.l..ewt.,_,. 
at 47:1-ıSSO. 

4. 

WEST VAUEY ~ ~- ll-ll, attend 
Friday N'ıcht Sonkes friday, October 14,1 p.m. 
lt T emple Aliy>h. Sodaf>Dnc and descrtak..-nls 
ıtanearby collee ıhop. CaiiGrqı. 703-00ll.lor 
deah. 

6. 

''W AU<IN' SINGLES'' tak es,.,............,... strol 
tlırouıh Marina del 1\.ty Satur-day. October· ı s. 
1 :lO p.m. meet»ıat 4754MninltyWayf., 8oyı 
Marl<ot pat1<1ne to<). Hstorial narncıon. Ace 
ronce l~S oriy. No omofdnc. Pcxluck picn1< 
lolo...._ Tobelnduded.phone7H-103S. tSl 

8. 

I\OOKEI\Y II!AOINGS prawıo: poea l>nce Jenc1cs 
and Genld lockln. loii<Jincer Mict.ael Gteuon 
and artist Oebn wıt11amo T.....ıay. October 1 i. 
8:10 p.m. at the Upnart Crow and Company. 
South Cout Villaıe. Sanu Ana. Sl. 
714-124-lOH. 

10. 

SA vt THE ANIMALS f.m lo ~ The 
AN<ml Flm. a c~ --r ol the ln
jvstlçes commltted apinit ıınmals In the .....,em 
socöety. Free ~ Sa......ıay. Octobor ıs. 
ll: lO p.m. at The Onnce l'.oom Caltteria. Oept. 
ol Water and Pa--, lll N. Hope Sc. opposlte 
m.. Music c.nter. frM parl<inr Gate 6. 
48-4-li7U.I 

12. 

GAVIN OlUARD reads from his ~ "NotH 
From ı H.arriııt: love P~ms·· Suodıy. Octobcr 
"· ) pm ıt A Oifferent Lııfıt 8ookn0t"t, 401<4 
Sınu M~c.ı Blvd 668-0619. 

ı. Match the social events in the newspaper seetion to the following interests. Write 
tlie numbers of events on the lines. 

animallife 

travel around the world 

classical and jazz music 

being a better single (unmarried or divorced) parent 

business 

leaming ways to relax 

a healthy diet 

--~...,;... __ sociallife for single Jewish people 

poetry 

------ sailing (traveling ona boat) 

----- walking for health 

. 2. Where might you ineet people who share your interest in animals? ------

What will yo" do in this place? -------------------

How much do tickets cost to this event? -----------------

3. If you want to meet single people-and you !ike exercise and history-what phone 

number can you call for information?-----------------

. Howold will the people at this event be?-----~---------

Can you smoke at this _eyent? ------

4. When can you hear a concert of classkal and jazz music? 

S. Which event or events from page 148 interests you? Why? 



Class: 

APPENDIXC 

OPINION QUESTIONAIRRE 

Geçen dönem alıruş olduğwnuz Reading (Okuma) eğitimi sonucunda 

a) Bir İngilizce metinde karşılaştığım bilinmeyen kelimeleri tahmin etmenin önemli olduğunu ve 
lnınun için gerekli olan hazı ipuçlanm öğrendim. 

1- kesinlikle hayır 2- hayır 3- kararsızım 4- öğrendim 5- kesinlikle öğrendim 
b) Bir İngilizce metni okumadan önce parçayı anlamama yardımcı olabilecek ipuçlanru 

dcğerlendinneyi öğrendim. 

1- kesinlikle hayır 2- hayır 3- kararsızım 4-- öğrendim 5- kesinlikle öğrendim 
c) Değişik amaçlar için yazılmış yazı türlerini farklı yöntemlerle o kumayı öğrendim. 

1- kesinlikle hayır 2- hayır 3- kararsızım 4- öğrendim 5- kesinlikle öğrendim 
d) Dir metnin ihtiyaç duyulan bilgiyi elde edebilmek amacıyla farklı yöntemlerle okumayı 

öğrendim. 

1- kesinlikle hayır 2- hayır 3- kararsızım 4- öğrendim 5- kesinlikle öğrendim 
c) İngilizce bir metinde bazı kelimelerin (zamir ve kelime gruplan) metnin diğer bölümleriyle 

bağlantılı olduğunu farkedip bu bağlantılan en verimli şekilde kullanmayı öğrendim. 

1- kesinlikle hayır 2- hayır 3- kararsızım 4- evet 5- kesinlikle evet 
1) İngilizce bir metni detaylı bir analiz öncesinde genel konusunu ve hazı detaylan bulabilmek 

için gerekli olan ipuçlarını öğrendim. 

1- kesinlikle hayır 2- hayır 3- kararsızım 4- evet 5- kesinlikle evet 
g) Sözlük kullanınam gerektiğinde onu en etkili biçimde kullanmayı öğrendim. 

1- kesinlikle hayır 2- hayır 3- kararsızım 4- evet 5- kesinlikle evet 
h) Bu eğitim bana İngilizce bir metnin nasıl okunınası gerektiği konusunda ipuçlan verdi. 

1- kesinlikle hayır 2- hayır 3- kararsızını 4- evet 5- kesinlikle evet 
i) Öğretmenimizin bize kendi okuma yöntemlerini anlatması kendimize olan güvenimizi 

arttırdı ve uzun vadede bize başannın yollannı gösterdi. 

I- kesinlikle hayır 2- hayır 3- kararsızım 4- evet 5- kesinlikle evet 
j) Yukanda belirtilen noktalara ek olarak bu eğitimin olumlu/olumsuz olarak aşağıdaki 

nitelikleri de vardır. 

------------------------ ·----
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Appendll< D aassıfıed ~-trafegıes ane Average,. of ttı~ Pte and Post Adrnınıstratıons ,;-f the Strategy lrwerıfor:- foı eac-h Group 

aassifications Experimental group pre -post administration Control group pre -post administration 
Affe~ lowering aıwe1y- using musıc 1.96 1.85 1.76-1.90 
Metacoqnitive- arranqinq and plannincı yOUr ıeamincı- plannirıg_for a lan_guaqe task 4.10 4.10 4.06 4.65 
Coqnilive- receıvinq a-ld sendinq messaqes- usıncı resources for receMnq and sendinq mess 2.90-4.40 2.80-3.80 
CoqnrtiYe- receMnq a-ld sendi!ıq messaqes- qeltinq the idea QUıd<ly 3.26 4.00 3.05 3.60 
CoqnrtiYe- receMnq and sendtnq messaqes- usinq resources for receMnq and sendinq mess 2.95-3.15 2.80-3.25 
Coqrırtıve- centerinq '(O(.J' leımincı- over.iewinq and linkinq with alrea~ known matarial 3.05 3.90 3.15 3.30 
Coqnıltve- creatinq structure for ınput and output- hiqhliqhtinq 3.75-4.25 3.26-3.15 
CoQnrtiYe-creatıncı structure for input and ()IJ1put-takinq rıotes 3.00 3.60 2.55 2.20 
Coqnitive- anaJysincı a-ıd reasoninq- a-ıalysinq e>>ııressıons 3.25-3.65 3.06-3.15 
CoQnrtıve- anaJysinQ and reasonincı- tra-ıslation 3.30 3 .80 3.25 3.40 
CoqnrtiYe- anaJysinq and reasonincı- analysinq corıtrastively (acc:-oss lanquaqes) 3.25-3.95 3.20-3.95 
Compensation-_(IIJ_essing inteniqentıy- usinq linquistic dues 3.15-4.05 3.45 3.36 
Compensation- quess~ ınteftıqentıy- usinq linquistic dues 2.35-2.15 2.25-1.90 
Corll>ensation-_guessinq ıntenıqentıy- usinq other dues 3.35-4.06 3.26 3.40 
SocıaJ- cooperatinq with ottıers- cooperatirıq wrttı pe ers 3.35-3.36 3.70-3.75 
SocıaJ- cooperalir\g wrttı others- cooperatirıq with profident users of the new lanquaqe 3.85 3.70 3.90 3.90 
Affe~ encouraqınq yoursett- takınq nsks wısely 2.95-3.40 3.05 2.90 
Memorr creatirıcı_ mental lınkaqes-_groupinq 2.60 2.86 2.85 2.40 
Memory- creatınq mental lınkaqoas- placınq the new wordina cantext 2.86-3.10 2.70 2.30 
t.ıemort:_employinq actıon- usinq_ mectıanical tectınigues 3.00 2.95 2.56 L90 
Memory- employinq actıon- usınq mectıanical tectıniques 2.40-2.20 1.90 1.76 
Memort- applyinq imaqes and sounds- usınq irrıaqery_ 3.00 3.30 3.10 3.05 
Coqnnıv&- analysinq and reasonirıq- reasoninq deductively 3.36-3.66 2.96 3.00 
Coqmtr..-e-creatincı structure for inp•JI and output- summarisinq 2.46-2.60 2.20-2.00 
Metacoqnitıve- arranqınq arıd plan"ıırıq your leamincı- seekinq for opporturıities 2.75 -2.90 3.00 2.60 
Metacoqnıtive- arranqınq and planninq your leamıncı- seeldnq for opporturırtıes 2.65-3.26 2.96-2.30 
Metacoqrııtiv&- arranqinq and planninq your leamıncı- settınq qoals and obıectrves 3.70-3.40 3.66 3.75 
tJetacoqrııtive- arranqınq and plannınq your learnıncı- fındırıq aboı.ıt lanquaqe learninq_ 3.66-3.56 3.40-3.15 
ı~etacoqrıitıv&- evaluatirıq yoursett- self evaJıJatırıq 3.66-3.76 3.80 3.45 
Affectrv&- encouraqına yourself- rewardlrıQ yourseti 3.40 3.35 2.85 2.80 

Key to the Averaaes ·------- --------~-----------··-
IA!ways oralmost aJways used: 4.5 to 6.0 ·-------------------
G eneraıtrused: 3.5 to 4.4 ------------------------
Sometimes used: 2.6 to 3.4 ----------------
G eneriilly not use d 1.6to2.4 -----------------------
H ever or al most never us ed ı .O to 1.4 -----
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Appendix E1 The Results of the Tests Administered to the Subjects (Experimental Group) 

Tests )))) Placement Pretest Posttest Toeflpre Toeflpost Vise1 Vlse2 
Subjects 

ı 22 47 67 8 16 93 71 
2 23 53 75 ll 17 85 79 
3 30 57 81 6 15 97 90 
4 25 30 44 13 15 79 71 
5 29 14 41 4 14 27 48 
6 27 27 43 7 8 59 73 
7 21 21 48 4 '19 51 61 
8 31 27 65 5 17 86 59 
9 24 18 43 10 14 61 45 
10 26 32 68 7 15 91 74 
11 23 27 36 ı 10 74 73 
12 30 23 55 o 7 83 78 
13 26 24 48 ı 8 57 64 
14 27 42 62 5 15 69 73 
15 27 25 45 17 13 79 69 
16 29 22 32 ll 16 o 62 
17 22 27 44 7 14 60 53 
18 29 23 64 8 24 89 78 
19 31 40 60 2 8 92 76 
20 31 45 74 7 20 86 89 

Average 26,7 31,2 54,8 6,7 14,3 70,9 69,3 



6.5 

Appendix E2 The Results of the Tests Administered to the Subjects (Control Group) 

Tests ,, Placement Pretest Posttest Toeflpre Toeflpost Vise1 Vise2 
Subjects 

1 12 38 44 4 8 60 58 
2 14 52 64 2 13 86 69 
3 13 44 40 3 11 73 57 
4 20 34 43 4 5 82 54 
5 19 18 42 5 .. 4 70 54 
6 11 23 47 6 16 48 42 
7 12 31 65 8 10 95 74 
8 ll 21 25 7 2 78 36 
9 20 36 52 6 9 75 53 
10 18 56 78 5 22 88 82 
ll 18 42 40 5 9 83 63 
12 20 31 39 4 9 75 50 
13 12 22 53 8 9 74 54 
14 13 35 74 ll 8 73 7Q 
15 14 30 36 9 3 89 58 
16 15 28 34 5 16 75 50 
17 15 35 48 4 8 70 61 
18 16 30 45 4 6 67 41 
19 12 38 59 3 ll 78 51 
20 17 38 52 7 7 75 47 

Average 15,1 34,1 49,0 5,5 9,3 75,7 56,2 
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Appendix F1 The Results of the Quizzes Applied to the Subjects (Experimental Group) 

Quizzes ,,, Quiz1 Quiz2 Quiz3 Quiz4 Quiz5 
Subjects 

ı 20 ı8,5 ı6 18,5 20 
2 17,5 17 18 15 20 
3 20 20 ı7 18,5 20 
4 ı5 8 11,5 9,5 18 
5 2,5 o 8,5 15 7 
6 10 4,5 13,5 15 18 
7 5 15,5 4,5 10 15 
8 ı9 7,5 ı5,5 9 12 
9 o ı 6 9 9 
10 12,5 18,5 14,5 18 19 
ll 17,5 10,5 15 13 11 
ı2 20 17 16,5 20 17 
13 12,5 14 8 12 17 
14 12,5 10,5 14 16,5 19 
·ıs 12,5 14 9 14,5 16 
16 17,5 14 6 15,5 17 
17 12,5 2 6 11,5 9 
18 17,5 20 14 18 12 
19 20 15,5 16,5 18 18 
20 20 15 ı6 14 19 

Average 14,20 12,15 12,30 14,53 15,65 
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Appendix F2 The Results of the Quizzes Applied to the Subjects (Control Group) 

Qulzzes )))) Quiz1 Quiz2 Quiz3 Quiz4 Quiz5 
Subjects 

ı 10 12 4,5 9,0 16,0 
2 17,5 20 10,0 13,5 20,0 
3 12,5 20 10,5 10 16 
4 20 13 8,0 9,5 19 
5 15 10,5 10 12,5 17 
6 7,5 6 7 9 15 
7 20 18,5 13 18 20 
8 15 10,5 tl 5 18 
9 17,5 ı 0,5 11.5 13 18 
10 20 o 15,6 20 20 
11 15 20 13 8 17 
12 12,5 8 5 9 17 
13 15 16,5 13,5 10,5 18 
14 15 15,5 13 17,5 18,5 
15 17,5 17 14 8 15 
16 20 o 7 ll 18 
17 12,5 12 13,5 16 17 
18 17,5 2,5 3 10.5 18 
19 15 15,5 8 13 16 
20 5 10,5 10,5 ll 12 

Average 15,00 11,93 10,08 11,70 17,28 
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